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ABBREVIATIONS 
ACABQ Advisory Comitnttee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 
ACC Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 
ACPAQ Advisory Committee on Post Adjustment Questions 
CCAQ Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions 
CCISUA Co-ordinating Committee for Independent Staff Unions and Associations of 
the United Nations System 
CCOG Common Classification of Occupational Groups 
CRG Classification Review Group 
CSRS United States civil service retirement s::heme 
EGSL Extended General Service Level 
ESCWA Economic and Social Cojncil for Western Asia 
FAFICS Federation of Associations of Former International Civil Servants 
FAO Food and Agricu^jre Organization ;f the United Nations 
PICSA Federation of International Civil Servants' Association 
GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
ICSC International Civil Service Commission 
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 
ILO International Labour Organisation 
IMO International Maritime Organization 
ITU International Telecommunication Union 
JAC Joint Advisory Committee 
JPO Junior Professional Officer 
NPO National Professional Officer 
OPM United States Office of Personnel Managemer.t 
PAI Post Adjustment Index 
RCF Remuneration Correction Factor 
SES United States Senior Executive Service 
UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund 
UNDP United Nations Development Programme 
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
UNJSPB United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board 
UNJSPF United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund 
UNRWA United Nations P.eli*f and Works Agency for Palestine Kefugees in the Near 
east 
UPU Universal Postal Union 
WAPA Weighted average of post adjustments index 
WHO World Health Organization 
WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization 
IiZ&fifiE£SifiB 
Th« nmmA for • body which could perform th« functions 
for th« 0nltod Nations Cosnoninar«t«i rolstiag to arow like s«* 
IsrlMf sllowsaeos* rocrultnwHt of staffs grading of posts In tha 
saerstarlat* grants, banaflts* other senrlca conditions and ad-
sdaistratlva problems had been felt since 16 August 1945. this 
Is the date on which the Executive CooRlttee of the Preparatory 
rwiwlsill nil recosmended the establlshnent of an International Civil 
Service Coorndsslon to advise the Secretavy General on 
a awthod of reorultsient* Therefore* the General Assesibly adopted 
a resolution as early as February 1946. Zn t^ls resolution It was 
•entlmied that the ZCSC would be established by the Secretary 
General after consultation with the he^s of the specialised agendet 
to advise on the swthods of recruitment. 
fhe next stage came on 15 Oecamber 19S5« on that date 
a salary Review Coonlttee was established hf the General Assembly. 
Ihls Committee reported that there was a need of Aaage la 
the existing system in view of increasing slse and complexity of 
international civil service* 
Again in 1969 the Znternatlonal Civil Service Advisory 
Board' felt the need for a Commission ^idti could help im removing 
the anomalies and defects in salazy system* service Conditions and 
related administrative problems. 
Subsequently another body was created by the C3eneral AssembI 
on 17 December 1970 with the name of a Special Committee. This 
Ocmmittee was created to undertake a tl^ rough review of the long 
texm principles and criteria which %K>uld govern the whole United 
Nations Coomon System of salaries, allowances, grants and other 
5-r. 
bttn«fits. 
Ihit* thtt n««d for ZC8C had h—n felt for the conpl«tion 
of tasks which wsrs begun by the S^ecutlvs CoMitts* of preparatory 
ComissioB in 1946| Salrary Kmvtw Connittee in 195S and the Special 
CosMittee in 1971. 
19, Deceoiber 1972 is the real date on which a definite 
process relating to the eatabMshaent of the ZCSC started by 
passing resolution 3042(XXVZZ) by the General Assenbly at its twenty 
seventh session. However4il8 December 1974 the ICSC got its legal 
status, when the statute of the Conmission was approved fay the 
General Ikssenbly through the resolution 3357 (xxix). 
Initially article 2 of the draft statute proposed that the 
Cesnission would be composed of 13 members appointed by the Oeaeral 
Assesiblys on the basis of two principles! (Z) on the basis of requi* 
site qualifications and experience in the field of personnel aana* 
genent ami administrative work, (IZ) on the basis of equitable 
geographical distribution, followingthe second principle, the Secretalf; 
General proposed a pattern for appointnent, which #fts as followii 
(a) Two nenbers to be appointed frcsm among nationals of African 
States; 
(b) Two froB Asian statesr 
(c) Two from A«t4n Anerioan statesi 
(d) A M fron an Eastern European statesi 
(e) One fron a Western European or other state; 
(f) One each fron anong nationals of each of the five states 
whi^ were permanent members of ^ e Sec^ jrity Council. 
However, the members of the Conaission was increased fron 
13 to 15 on 16 December 1974 by the teneral Assembly on the suggest! 
made by the Secretary General, which was in fact the proposal of ttii 
«>8» 
r«pr«8«ntatlve of Algeria, Two of than ware to aarva aa full tina, 
tha chairman and vlcao-chalnnan and tha rwndinlng aa part tina. 
Iha haadquartara of tha ZC8C, according to tha artiola 22 
6f tha raviaad atatuta, vaa propoaad to ba Oanava« Svitaarland. 
Howavar* tha rapraaaatativa of Algarla raiaad objaction to thia 
proviaidte and orally propoaad that tha aaat of tha CoaiBiaaion 
ahould ba changad froM Oanava to Haw York in tha Unitad Stataa. 
Iha raaaon ha gava vaa that a majority of tha Unitad Naticma Orga-
nisationa and their ataff ware froai Europe in general and froei Oa* 
nava in particular* %«hich nig^t lead to praaaurea and influanaa 
on tha Coconiasion and ita nanbara. rollowing thia argument* inapita 
of aoma oppoaita view given by rapreaantativaa of Argantiu* France 
tha U.K. and othera* the Algerian propoaal vaa adopted by the Fifth 
Gonadttee on 13 Oee. 1974. 
The real ain of the CoaaniaaiMi^a functiona vaa to develop 
a aingla unified international civil aarvice* which waa amjuaeratad 
in the relationahip agreenenta entered into by the United Hatitma 
en the one hand* and each of the organisationa in the Coanon 8yate« 
on the other. To make the above ain real* the Coiiiaaion waa aaaigaad 
the following functional (a) it waa required to nake recoanendatioaa 
to the General Aaaanbly on -(1) broad principlea for thm detemi-
nation of the conditiona of acrvice of the ataff* (ii) aalary sealea 
and poat adjuataient for ataff in the profeaaional and higher categor-
iaa* and(iii) Staff aasaaanent. (b) to eatabliah net^oda for the 
determination of conditiona of aervice* the rataa of allowancea and 
benefita. (c) to B>aka Job-clasaification atandarda for all cateforiea 
ataff in fielda of work connon to aeveral of the organisationa. (d) 
to make recoemendationa to the organisationa on atandarda of recruit-
ment, career development and laatly (e) to aubmit a» annual report l^e 
General Aaaambly* including information on the implementation^ita 
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decisiona and recoonandatlona. 
Th« pr«5«nt 8t«dy is confined mainly to tha %rork dona 
by tha Co—isalon in araa of post Adjustment systam and Job-Class* 
ifieation. Tha post AAJustmant systam was« according to ^Ird re-
port of tha ZCSC« designed to "maintain equality of purchaaing 
power of United Rations salaries for staff in the professional and 
higher categories in duty stationa throughout the world; consequently 
it reflected changes bo^ in the cost of living and in the ex^ange 
value of the United States doller in relation to local currencies." 
The ZCSC agreed in 1975 for an interim solution to the problem of 
post adjustment applicable only to the claaaea post adjustment above 
class 7 and made it clear that the ratio of remuneration of ataff 
without dapendenta would not fall below 90 per cent of that of staff 
with dependents. This measure could be effective from 1 January 1976 
and validdonly until a general long term solution waa approved. 
The Commission at its fourth session (July 1976) recommended 
that the General Assembly should consider with effect from 1 July 
1978 that the system of postadjuatment be revised to provides "that 
changes in classes mr postadjuatment be based on index movements 
of 5 per cent ratiier than of five points and authorise the Commission 
to take all necessary measures to implement the cAiange". Ihe Comm-
ission took some decisions for arriving at margin of remuneration, 
whicAi would be acceptable to the officials of the United Nations 
Commoa 8yst«n in o6mparis<Ki to the United Itates federal civil aervi<( 
The Commission took up the responsibility under articles 13 
and 14 of its statute So start its work in 1976 on some other long-
term issues such as Job-classification, recruitment and career deve-
lopment. However, in this study the ioportant function of Job-clsssi 
ficatimi bystam has been taken up for detailed analysis and avaluati 
The need for Job-classification aystem w ^ felt by the aeeretary 
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0«n«ral «nd th« Joint Znspaetion Unit (JZU) in 1976 with « vA«w 
to refozning th« pttraonnftL policy of the United Nations Secreterlat. 
The aein purposes of establishing this system weret to cover all 
professional category posts in the secretariat, with the aiai of 
providing equitable grading to ensure consistent relationship bet-
ween the duties of a post and the grade to which it was alio ated. 
nie o^er purpose was to restructure the General service category 
by replacing the existing fi^m grades with a seven-grade structure. 
The study has been divided into five chapters. The first 
chapter deals with aims and objectives of the ICSC* Structure and 
eonposition« powers and functions of the Cosnission are the subje-
ct matter of discussion in chapters ZZ and ZZZ respectively. 
Awamess of the primary and basic need and the urgency for 
achieving its aims and objectives was the moving force behind the 
establishment of t^is Comission. A main objective was to develop 
a single unified international civil service. Though the subject is 
too wide and broad« an attempt has been made in this dissertation 
to cover some crucial areas of functions assigned to the Cosmiission. 
Thus* areas* both of Post Adjustment System and Job-claseification 
system have been covered under chapters ZV and V. 
Source material, both primaxy and secondary, has been used 
for this study. Thou^ secondary sources relating to this rather 
technical subject are scarce and books few and fer between, the 
main U.M. publications, including ^ e year bociGs, Journals and 
reports directly, contributed to mak-ing this study more meaningful 
and objective. 
C H A P T E R-I 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE lOTERNATIONI^^ CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
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Ihe n««d for • body which could perfom the functions re-
lating to th« United M«tion« Coonon Systam of s«l«ri«s# allowancaa^ 
racruitaant of ataff« grading of post in tha sacratariat# grants, 
suparannuations« banafits* othar sarrica conditions, and relatad 
adninistrativa problans had baan fait sinca 16 August 1945. Iha 
Unitad Hatimis CwnK>n Systaa rafars to tha standards and policies 
affecting tha salariaa and allowancaa of all organisations in the 
Unitad Hatioas family except for the four international financial 
institutions based in Washington, D.C. The 16 August 1945 is the 
date on whiai the process relating to the establishment of the 
Zntemational Civil £'er7ice Commission (ZC8C) started through re-
commendations made by the Executive committee of the prepatory 
ConmissiOB. ^ e Ccnsnitte recommended that the preparatory commission 
would consider the establishment of an Zntemational Civil Service 
Commission (ZC8C) to advise the Secretary General on a method of 
recruitment* The method of recruitment to be adopted was to be 
accordance with the paragraph 3 of Article 101 of the United Nations 
Charter, the method mentioned in this article was that a staff 
recruited would have the highest standards of efficiency, compe-
tenee and integrity. Zn addition, due regard would also paid to 
2 
its recruitment on as wide a geographical basis a» possible. Therefore 
the General Assembly adopted a resolution as early as February 19461 
1- U.K. Menthlv Chronicle^ June 1975, Vol. XZZ, P. 39, Published by 
thei^e^^ 9£.f. public information . .j in Hew YoriC.(U.S.A.) 
2" Waters & Maurice^ The United Nations» International Organization & 
Administration,PP. 574-75, Pbbllshed from THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 
NEW YORK COLLIER-MACMILLAN LIMITED, LONDON, 1967. 
1? 
"An Znt«rnatlon«l Civil Service COMBission shall b« Mtablishcd 
by Mitt secretary General after consultation with the heads 
of the specialised agencies brou^t into relationship with 
the United Nations« to advise on the methods of recruitawnt 
for the secretariat and on the means by which cosnon stand-
ard of recruitment in the secretariat and the specialised 
agencies may be ensured."3 
Ihe process did not stop here. Subsequently* the represen-
tatives of the secretariat and of the specialised agencies gathered 
several times to discuss the possibility of establishing «n Inter-
national Civil Service Commission. Besides, the Secretary General 
invited a working party regarding the formation of an IC8C whicto 
was convened for April 21-22, 1947? 
The preparatory Commission was established on 26 June 
1945, the day on which the delegates to the San Fransisco Conference 
signed the Charter of the United Nations; These delegates signed 
an tgreement, at the same time to establish a preparatory Comifcission 
of the United Nations for the purpose of making provisional arrange-
ments for the first session, of the General Assembly, the Security 
Council, the Economic and Social Council, lAd the Trusteeship Council, 
for the establishment of the •ecretariat, and for the convening of 
the International Court of Caustics. The signatories also proposed 
that the functions and powers of the Commission would be exercised 
by an Bmecutive Committee, when the preparatory Comnission would 
7 
not be in session. 
3- YUM., 1946-47, P, 639, Published by the office of U.M. Public 
Information in New York (U.S.A.)• 
4- Ibid 
^"S?w?f^^^' ^'^' & Hambro, B., Charter of the United Nations PP.44 
Published by Editions de la Beconnlere, 1949 (Boston World peace 
foundation,) i'^ a^ c 
"cBs""Delhl.*°P.%ror^"^' "•^* International Relations published from 
7- YUN, 1946-47,. PP. 34-35. 
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The General A«a«nbly established a Salary Review COMiittee 
as reeomended by the Fifth Comittee. The Assembly resolution 945 
(X) was passed on 15 Deeenber 1955 fay 53 votes to 7. The purpose 
for Which the Salary Review cossiittee caaie into being was that 
the problems relating to salary differentials, cost of living, 
adjustnents and dependency allowances, benefits system which were 
based on a survey conducted in 1949 would be reviewed to determine 
what adjustments would b*V|j to be made. The Committee reported thdt 
there was a need of change in the existing system in view of increa-
sing sise and complexity of International Civil Service, 
Again in 1969 the International Civil Service Advisory Board 
felt the need for a CoMDission which could help in removing the 
anomalies and defects in the salary sfstem, service conditions and 
related administsative problems. These problems came in the way of 
providing equitable service.' conditions for a multinational staff 
9 
working in the United Nations family of organisations. The Inter-
national Civil Service/Board was a body, established by the Adminis-
trative Committee on Coordination (ACC) in accordance with General 
Assembly resolution 13 (I) of 13 February 1946. The purpose for 
the creation of the Board was mentioned in its terms of reference 
elaborated in the ACC by the Secretary General and the heads of 
the specialized agencies. The purpose was to advise the Secretary 
General on methods of recruitment and related matters of personnel 
administration in all the international organisations. 
8 - 1[UM, 1955. P. 350 
9 - 3Sai, 1970, P. 834 
10- Bentwich, N, & Mart in , A. A cororeentarv on t h e CHARTER OF THE UNITED 
NATIONS PP. 175-76. Publ ished by Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd . 
P r i n t e d in Grea t B r i t a i n by Knight & F o r s t e r , L td . 1950. 
14 
Another body* recoaanendcd by the Fifth ConiBiittee, the Geaeral 
Assenbly by resolution 2743 (XXV) on I7th December 1970« meeting 1933, 
by 104 votes to 4, with 12 Abstentions. This body was named as Special 
Committee and came Into being to undertake a thorou^ review of the 
long term principles and criteria which would govern the whole United 
Rations Conmon System of salaries* allowances* grants* superannuation 
and other benefits* These matters* It was felt* had not been reviewed 
comprehensively since 1956. The Committee had also to report* Interalla* 
Its conclusions and recoomendatlons on the followlngi 
"a. The structure of the categorlrs and grades whl^ will best 
enable the International Civil Service to dlsciiarge Its 
functions with efficiency and reasonable economy^ 
b* The base of the systwny 
c* Vie principles %^lch should govern the establishment of 
the salary scales and other conditions of service for the 
various categories; 
d« The level of salaries and allowances* and the fringe 
benefits for the various grades; 
e« such other matters concerning the system as It may deem 
relevant."11 
Thus the need for ZC8C had been felt for the completion of 
tasks ykXdi were ||»gan by the executive Committee of Preparatory 
Commission In 1946; Salary Review Committee In 1955 and Special 
Committee In 1971. 
In accordance with the above efforts made by different bodies 
and the recommendation of the Znternatlon Civil Service Advisory 
Board* the General Assembly decided to establish* In principle* as 
of 1 January 1974* an International Civil Service Commission ^or 
the United Nations family of organisation. For this purpose the 
Assembly passed resolution 3042 (XXVZZ) at Its twenty seventh 
session 19 December* 1972. 
The draft of the resolution 3042 (XXVZZ) was prepared by 17 
11- YUH* 1970* PP. 841-842. 
15-
United Nations Honbcrs %fhich wer*i Australia^ Balgiuv* Colonbia, 
Doniniean Republic* Ecuador, Ghana* Xndonaaia, Kenya, Malaysia* 
Matharlands* Norway* Pakistan* Philipinas* Srilanka* Trinidad and 
Tobago* Tunisia and Uruguay. This rasotution was earlier adopted 
by the Fifth Cosnittee on 15 Dec, 1972. 
The General Assenbly decided in paragraph 5 of its re-
solution 3042 (XXVZZ) that it would re£er to the cossBission* when 
it would have been fully constituted* the report of the Special 
Ceaniittee and related documents for its consideration and action 
13 
at the earliest possible tlae. 
After passing the resolution 3042 (XXVZZ)* the General 
Asseably requested the Secretary General and his colleagues in the 
AdMinistratiTe Coe«ittee on Co-ordination (AOC) to sutaait to the 
Asseably at its twenty eighth session a draft statute for the 
CoMdssien. The draft was ft* include provisions for the administration 
of the Commission* its budgetary and financial arrangements as well 
as its terms of reference and procedures. These were also to be 
recomended through the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 
Budgetary {Questions. 
The Secretary General was also requested to report on some 
of the provisions of the draft* budget estimates for the first «wo 
years of the Coomiission's operation* an annex* and the observations 
15 Of International OLvil Serviee Advisory Board on the draft statute; 
12- U.N. Monthly Chronicle.Jan, 1973. PP. 104-105, 
13- YUN, 1970. P. 841. 
14- Report of the Secretary General. U.N. General Assemblv 20* Sept. 
1973. 28* session* Draft Statute of ZC8C, English. P.2. 
15- TUB* 1973. P.807. 
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Th« dra£t statute for the Conmlsslog was approved by tha 
JldBilnlstratlTa Conalttaa on Coordination (ACC) on 6 JUly 1973 
in aecordanoa with the advice of the International Civil Service 
Advisory Board. This was not the first advice tendered by ZC8AB« 
as the Board had also been requested many tines for its advice 
about the earlier proposals for the establishment of a body to review 
the United Hatiens Salary System* 
The International Civil Service Advisory Board was convened 
for its twenty first session at Geneva* Switzerland in pursuant of 
paragraph 6 of General Ass«nbly resolution 3042 (XXVII). the Board 
devoted its entire Nay->J^ ne 1973 session to reviewing the draft statute 
for the Coimissien. In this session* the Board gave many observations 
and conclusions after discussing and reviewing the problens related 
to the draft statute. These observations and suggestions were in-
coi^ porated in its report. This report was very helpful in resolving 
some of the more complex and critical issues relating to the Commission. 
The Secretary General and his colleagues in ACC wished to 
put en record their gratitude to the International Civil Service 
Advisory Board* its chaixman Dr. Jamshid Amousegar* Minister of 
Finance from Iran and all its members for their unforgetable contri-
bution to the development of the International Givil Services. The 
Board was preparing conclusions of its %#oxks that were assigned to 
it over the years of its operation. This twenty first session was 
its last session. So the Board was fully prepared to give the final 
shape to the matters «irhich%iwere assigned to it. 
16- Report of the Secretary General* U.M. Oeneval Assembly* 20 Sept. 
1973* Draft Statute of ZCSC* English. P.3. 
-17* 
fh« Board held the vl«w that the final sbap« giv«n to tha 
problens and the results arrived at would be helpful to a new body 
%fhich was going to take its place and assune its responsibilities. 
This was esqpected to be very use-ful giving a background and providing 
It. if 
what the Board refdxjed to as a promising lineage. 
the Oeneral Assenbly's Advisory CosoBittee on Administrative 
and Bu^getory Questions indicated in its interisi report on the draft 
statute* subsiitted on 30 Nov. 1973* that it was ready to accept a 
neobership of 13 for the International Civil Service CoBunission. 
This nusiber was estiauted to be sufficient for representation of 
U,N« Itenbers geojgraphicallyt 
The report of the Advisory ComiBittee aiengwlth the report 
of the Secretary Oeneral were discussed in the Fifth Coanittee. All 
the representatives* %rho took pa^t in the discussion extended their 
support for the establishnent of the Coonission and accepted the 
proposal approved by the Advisory Cosnittee for the number of 
nesibers in the CoBMBission. However there was some controversy con<> 
oeming the nuaiber of full tine nenbers. Sone representatives in 
the fifth Comittee were in favour of a single full tine membet* 
the chaimani whereas s^ne were in favour of three full time nembers. 
Towards the end of the session* when this controversy regarding the 
nunber of full tine nembers was not resolved* the representative of 
Algeria expressed the view that the present controversy could not 
be resolved by the Fifth Comnittee at that session. He proposed* 
therefore* that the Fifth Comnittee should reoonnend to the General 
17- XbJLfl. 
!«• TOM# 1973. P.809 
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A«8«nbl7 to defer the establlhment of the Znternationel Civil 
Service Connlssion until Its 1974 session. He also proposed that 
the text of the draft statute should be subnitted to the Oovern* 
•ents of the M«Bber states for their oonnentff. 
The representatives of Ghana* Guyana and Israel were of 
the opinion that there was need for aore tisie for resolving soae 
basic issues* and they proposed that decision on the draft statute 
be deferred. Moreover, the Algerian proposal was supported by thn 
representatives of ArgentiM* Braail* the Congo* Greece* and the 
Libyan Arab Republic. Ihey expressed their opinions regarding the 
short tisM remaining in the session for arriving at a final decision 
on the questions involved* 
Tttm Algerian proposal was approved by the Fifth Connittee 
on 6 Oecenber 1973* neeting 1920* by a roll-call vote of 42 to 16* 
20 
with 32 abstentionf 
On 18 Deeeaber 1973* General Asaenbly decided to defer 
consideration of the Draft statute of ^ ternational fPivil Service 
Connission which was reconnended by the Fifth Cooasittee on 6* December 
1973* until its twenty-ninth session in 1974. This was done in 
order to provide more time for the study the issues involved and 
to enable the Governments of Member States to state their position 
in the matter. Ibe Secretary General was also requested to send 
the text of draft statute to the Member States for their coiments 
and report in 1974?^ 
19- Ibij. PP. 810-11. 
20- Ibid. 
21- Ibid. P. 807. 
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At the sane tine* the Fifth Committee recommended to the 
General Assembly to request the Znternetional Civil Service Advisory 
Board to review the salaries of the staff in the professional 
and higher categories and on staff allowances of the United 
Nations common system and then recommended to the Assembly. 
22 These recommendations could be effective from 1 t^ anuagry 1975. 
On 13 December 1974« the Fifth Committee approved the text 
of a resolution by consensus and the statute of the Oommission 
by 85 to 0^  witi) 2 abstentions. The Araft resolution was proposed 
by Afghanistan^ Austria* the Netherlands* Fhillippines, Portugal* 
Trinidad and Tobago and Upper Volta. 
The International Civil Service Connission got its legal 
status on 18 Decwnber 1974* when the statute of the Connission 
was approved by the General Assembly through the resolution 3357 
(XXZX). The Assembly also invited the specialized agencies and 
organizations of the United Nations Comrnoa System to cooperate 
with the commission for reviewing the United Nations Salary Systwi. 
Zn addition^ the Comsission was also requested to do its Job assigned 
to it and submit a progress report preferably to the Assembly in 
1975. The General Assembly requested the Secretary Geneeal to review 
the work of the Commission being chairman of ACC and submit a 
23 
report on development in 19757 
The General Assembly raised the number of the members of the 
Commission on the suggestion of fecretazy General from 13 to 15. 
Two of them were to serve as full time* the Chairman and Vice-
Chaizman. This w«s accepted by the representatives of Algeria* 
22- Ibid. 
23- YUM* 1974. P. 871. 
H2 0 * 
rranee* Federal Republic of Germany» India* ^tor•ceo« Pakistan, 
Trinidad and Tobago and tha U.K. Thay suggastad that thaaa two 
fu l l tina manbers should be appointad by tha Ganayal Assasibly. 
Although tha Unitad Kingdom and tha Doainiean Rapublic vara in 
favcnar of thraa fu l l tima nanbars, %^ila tha USSR and others 
ware favouring only ona fu l l tima aanibar# i . a . chaimar), and 
thay proposad that tha chaixman should ba alactad by tha Coia* 
24 
•issionars instaad of appointnant by tha Oanaral Assanbly. 
Xn articla 22 of tha ravisad statuta« tha headquartar's of 
tha Zntarnatienal Civil Sarvica Coanission was to ba Qanava, 
Switzarland. ^ owavar« t^ a raprasantativa of Algaria raisad 
objection to this provision and orally proposad that tha saat 
of tha coanission should ba changed fron Geneva to New York in 
the United States. The reason he gave was that a najority of 
the United Nation's Organisations and their were fion Europe 
in general and fron Geneva in particular. Ihis concentration of 
organisations, and staff at one placMi might lead to pressures 
and influences on the Coanission and its nienbers. This would 
haniper the work of the staff who had been noninated by the 
specialised agencies for iaplenenting the decisions of the C<MB-> 
Bission, more effectively, efficiently and economically. This 
view was supported by the representatives of Colombia, Upper 
Volta and others.^ 
There were some representatives holding the opposite view. 
They supported Geneva as the seat of the Conunission. These 
representatives belonged to Argentina, France, the United Kingdom 
2 ^ Xbld. P. 873. 
25* Ibid. P. 874. 
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•nd others* They favoured Geneva as the seat o£ the CoMBlssion 
by argueing that the basic purposes £or which the Connission was 
created were to regulate and coordinate the conditions of services 
of the United Nations Connott Systesi and this tasks could be ful-
filled aoore easily only when, the majority of the organisations 
of the United Nations had their headquarters near the seat of 
the Cossiissioa* They also pointed out ^at they all knew about 
the concentration of the headquarters of the majority of the 
organisations and specialized agencies belonging to the United 
Nations Common Systsmi in Europe. Moreover • majority of the offAces 
of the United Nations were situated at Geneva and these facts 
would be helpful for the Connission in carrying out its tasks 
more effectively with the help and cooperation of the specialised 
agencies and their staff. They gave another reason in support of 
Geneva as the seat of the Commission, vis., that the budgetary 
estimates mentioned in the reports of the secretary General and 
the Advisory Committee was based on the conjecture that the seat 
26 
of the Commission would be at Geneva. 
Znspite of giving their ^ guments, the representatives of 
Argentina, France, tiie U.K. and others could not be successful 
in having the seat of the CiSmmission at Geneva. The Algerian 
amendment incorporating the proposal that the seat of the 
Cosmission to be changed from Geneva to New York in the United 
States was adopted by the Fifth Coanittee on 13 December. 1974 
by 47 votes to 15, with 22 abstentions?^ 
The International Civil Service Advisory Board pointed 
out that the organisations %rhich proposed and General Assembly 
that conformed the creation of the Zntematlonal Civil Service 
Commission were motivated by the long-felt need for an expert 
central regulatory body to work as a permanent bdy. The duties 
26- Ibid. PP. 874-75. 
27- Ibid. PP. 
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assigned to ths Conniission were to coordinate the functions 
regarding the conditions of services In the cawnon system in 
an authorItatlye Banner. S<»far this function was performed on 
a consultative ba^ls. After the adoption of resolution 3357(XXZX)« 
28 the responsibility was given to the Connlsslon* 
The International Civil Service Advisory Board found out 
during Its previous reviews of the problems that there was a need 
for such a body which would be relatively small* highly skilled* 
Independent* compact* permanent and placed at the highest level. 
It would get Its executive authority from the General Assembly 
and will be empowered to supervise the detailed functioning of 
more than a dozen organizations* Ihe Board had felt that both 
the expert quality and the representcitlve character of such a 
commission could be assured if It were so designed as to reflect 
appropriately the basic national civil service concepts* For 
this purpose an effective vrorklag structure for such a body 
was required which was e>qpeeted to foster efficient personnel 
29 
management In other units throughout the conmon system* 
The draft statute of the Zntematlonal Civil Service 
Commission gave the assurance that,attention had been paid 
to this aspect of the problem: 
*to a structure which would be adapted to widely represen* 
tative deliberations on a variety of major* long term Issues 
and at the same time* contain an active nucleus capable 
of rapid day to day administrative decisions*"30 
The draft statute proposed that there would be 13 members 
28* Report of the Secretary General* U*N* General Asswnbly* 20* 
1973* Annex-IZ* P. 7* 
29- Ibid. 
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appointed by the General Assembly* th<£iE» of them •• full tine 
members including one chaiman* Ihe other 10 would be considered 
as part time members. The connission will be required to the 
General Assembly at least at its annual meeting. The Commission 
would be responsible also for recommending to the Assembly 
legiststive action in Key areas which were done in the past by 
the International Civil Senrice Advisory Board. Such recosMandations 
were to be mainly on principles guiding the determination of 
the conditions of services of staff* professional salaries and 
post adjustments* and staff asressroent. It would be helpful for 
the establishment of certain specific allowances and benefits if 
these were delegated to the Commission by the General Assembly. 
There were also maxxy other objectives behind the creation 
of the Commission For example* those ackainistrative and excutive 
tasks which were under the charge of numerous separate excutive 
heads and in large part within the coordinating competence of 
the consultative Comnittee on Administrative Questions* were 
considered to have been assumed by the operational nucleus of 
the Commission. 
Moreover* the governing bodies of the several agencies 
and their excutive heads were satisfied that they were transferring 
their functions to l^at body which was created mainly for the 
above purpose?^ 
30- Ibid. P.8 
31* Ibid. P.8 
32- Ibid.p.10 
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Thcre were eoine other funotloae related to the problems of 
iatemetionel personnel adnlaistration intended to be carried 
out on a full tine basis hf the Comnission. These preblens were 
to be handled at adoiinistretire levels and did not require 
legislative action. The Cosmission could provide expertised 
attentioa* took frequent deeisions and could sAlve the difficul-
ties of volentary adninistoative co-ordination anoag thi organi-
sation seeking connon conditions of services? 
The International Civil Service Adsiisory Board teok note 
that in principle there would be no limitation on the powers 
of the full Commission in making recommendations to the General 
Assembly for decision on the conditions of services. Throu^ tiiis 
authority the Commission mas required to embrace the problem of 
the essential criteria for the fixing of salaries which was taken 
for review by the international civil service Advisory Board and 
subsequently by the special Committee for the Review of the United 
Nations salary system. This included the principle applying both 
to professional staff and to tha ^neral Services* i.e., the 
principle of fixing salary scales on the basis of the best 
prevailing conditions of employment in the locality of the duty 
station, Ihis had been treated earlier by the XCSAB as required 
intensive re-examination. 
There was another objective mentioned in the draft statute; 
that the full Commission would reeooawnd the scales of salaries 
3 3 - Ib id . PP. 10-11 
34- I b i d . P. 1 1 . 
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and post-ftdjustments to th« G«ner«i Assembly for staff in th« 
professional and higher ce<»eyories. The International Civil 
Service Advisory Board understood that these scales would be 
established with the help of broad prtociples recommended fay 
the Comnission and approved fay the General Assembly. The Con-
nission submitted the proposal of scales of salaries which 
demonstrated the basis in applying the stated principles. 
The rates of staff assessmert was another subject for 
which the Commission as a whole was required to make reconmea-
dations to the General Assembly, The International Civil Service 
Advisory Board perceived that here too, the principles of staff 
assessment were of sufficient importance that the Conmission 
should not be restricted to the calculation of rates. Ihe legis-
lative authority of General Assembly was affected by the assign-
35 
ment of authority to the Commission on these subjects. 
The other area which came within the perview of the C M M -
ssion were the subject of allowances and benefits which were 
treated roost disparately throughout the Common ^stem. There 
was no uniform principle of fixing the allowances in all types 
of organisations. Some allowances )»ad been fixed by the executive 
heads, some legislatively; some were fixed in one siaRper ia one 
organization and at different level in another organization. 
The Board had been of the view earlier that this subject could 
be handled by a single, qualified body most effectively in a 
35- Ibid. 
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Riore centralized manner. Thia procedure waa expected to provide 
uniformity to the ayate*. Theae functiona were tranaferred to 
the Coomiaion. 
There were aone allowancea vtiidn had been legialated 
by the General Aaaenbly. Ihey were, for example* dependency 
allowancea, education granta, termination indemnity and repatri-
ation grant which had one benfit (hone leave)* £(owever, draftera 
of the statute o£ the Commiaaion held the opinion that the le-
gialative bodiea in all organicationa should delegate the powera 
relating to this natter/Conmiasion. This would make the Commi-
asion to expreaa authority uniformly for all organization*•For 
u.is purpoae, the General Aaaembly waa required to take decision 
to ensure centralization and help ia readiing informlty of proce-
dures and allowances for different organizations• It led the draft 
atatufe to assign to the Commission the power of fixing both 
rates of allowances and benefita (othe than penaions)* and the 
conditions of entitlement as well as of standards of travel. 
Regarding this provision, one drafter felt that the Commiaaion, 
where it deemed appropriate, should feel free in making recommen-
dations to the legislative bodies on the subject of elowances and 
benefits. The Board also felt that the delegation of authority 
by the legislative bodies of all organizations should be effective 
to that extent for the Commission* %fhich would enable it to deal 
with the aubjects of allowances and benefits without referring 
to the legislative bodies.^ 
3«- Ibid. P.12 
37T Ibi*. P.12 
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The International Civil s«rvic« Conuaission was required to 
give its views to the Joint Staff Pension Board. The Znternationel 
Civil Service Advisory Board suggested that the Constission should 
also be represented at sessions of Joint ^taff Pension Board and 
in doing so, the Conmission would be able to obtain from it data 
relating to salaries and benefits. Giving its reason for the 
representation of Comnission* The Board said that the area of 
Pension was excluded from the authority of the Cooxnission and 
the General AssMsbly )»ad established purposes of pension a separate 
body# the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund, which recieved 
38 
annual reports from the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board. 
The Znternational Civil Service Advisory Board further pointed 
out that there was a need for a body, which would have full cooip. 
etence to go into the entire question of post-adjustments. Bs. a 
result, the agency deeling with this matter at present, viz., the 
existing Expert Cosnittee on Post Adjustments would become a subsidi-
ary body of the Commission. The Commission was also required to 
establish the classification of duty stations for post adjustment 
purposes. 
There was an another area, which required «he work of the 
Comnission's technical staff and membership nucleus. This area 
was the salaries for the General ctAegory. For this, the Commi-
ssion was given full responsibility. The size of the area was 
very large and this was not germane to the responsibility of the 
Commission. The position was that at least half of the inter-
national civil services were distributed all over the world in 
some 140 duty stations and each one was governed by the prevailing 
38« Ibid. --"—-———-----——----------—-——------—-. 
39- Ibid. P.14 
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local conditions of enployment. The wage fixing methods* the 
nature of its wage and employment patterns were varying according 
to the locality. However. The International Civil Service Advisory 
Board tried to achieve harmony among all these with the help of 
greater expertise of organizations in statistios* in grading 
patterns and in pay research. The Board also pointed out that 
the disparity in General Service wage scales between one head-
quarter city and another* due to lack of uniformity in method 
could be solved with the help of a single expertubody, whiclg 
would be ZCScl^ 
General Service salary-fixing task was a sympton of a complex 
situation which led the excutive heads to asl for the setting up 
an expert central organ to which full powers of determination 
could be delegated. Administrative Coimiittee on coordination after 
reviewing the tfraft statute for the Commission* came to the conclu-
sion that fact finding and the duty to maiterecommendation to 
the executive heads should be ^ tfficient. This recommendation was 
only to those executive heads who were at headquarters duty stations 
and the existing system was to prevail at other duty stations* 
except in rare cases when the ACC would request the Conmission to 
furhisb similar services at a particular station. 
One organization of the United Nation family proposed during 
the session of International Civil Service Advisory Board that 
authority to establish salary scales for General Service and other 
40- Ibid. 
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locally recruited categories.should be transferred to the 
Cotmnlsslon after full consultation with administration and 
staff representatives. 
The Interna'ional Civil Service Advisory Board was 
persuaded during the extended discussion of some clauses 
of General Service Salary Scales in the session that the 
new body which was going to be established should be given 
full authority on this subject. At the same time« the Board was 
cautioned to do its work step by step» and area by area. This 
type of handling of the problems would bring the authority into 
harmony with the other powers «t the Commission in respect of 
41 
remuneration. 
•nie Administrative Comnittee on Coordination was urged by 
the International Civil Service Advisory Board on the bais of 
logical argument that it was the Commission rather then the ACC 
which would be responsible for enlarging the scope and area of 
its responsibilities. The Commission was given some powers for 
its prestige and dignity, to recognize its authority and judge-
rnent^ for example^ the Commission was given powers to assume 
authority as soon as it felt able, r ather than wait for the 
chief administrative officejps wishes to reilease* such authority 
and functions. Ttie Commission was also authorised to exercise 
judgement and reach a decision for the evolution of its work 
42 
and to select suitable means for its success. 
For the development of a unified international civil services 
41- Ibid. ?P. 14-15. 
42- Ibid. PP. 15 
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the need for a competent body in the form of the International 
Civil Service Commission was felt by the ZCSAB which could per-
form advisory as well as standard-setting functions. These func-
tions related to staff training programmes* standards of recruitment 
and development of its sources, the organization of competitive 
examinations, and rule-making authority in these areas. This could 
be done after consultation and full consideration of the special 
43 
requirements of individual organizations. 
To fulfil its responsibility and achieve the objective for 
which the Commission was established after a long effort, there 
was need Qf a sound structure for this new organ and vfell qualified 
and esqierienced commissioners were required to man it. The 
provisions relating to the structure and composition were contained 
in chapter II of the statute covered by articles 2 to 8, This 
matter is dealt with in chapter II of this study. 
43- Ibid.P. 16. 
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the International Civil Service Advisory Board had played 
a very iroportant role in the establlshinent of the ZCSC. The 
Board considered that ^ e B»st concise medium for presenting 
the design or structure of the Coonission would be in the form 
of a draft statute. In the statute all the form of a draft statute 
In the statute all the provisions that were required could be 
incorporated• 
The draft statute was prepared by the organizations in the 
United Nations common system and transmitted to the Board under 
the text of General Assembly resolution 3042 (XXVII) of 19 Deceber, 
1972. By this resolution the Assembly decided to establish in 
principle, as of 1 January 1974, and International Civil Service 
COi«aission, Wirough this resolution, the secretary General was 
requested together with his colleagues in the Administrative 
Coamittee on Co-ordination, as being its chairman in pursuant of 
the reconwnendation of the Advisory Committe on Administrative 
and Budgetary Questions to submit a proposal togetiier with a 
draft statute for an International Civil Service Commissioa. 
The draft was to be submitted well before the opening of the 
twenty-eigth session of the General Assembly. 
Ihe International Civil Service Advisory Board in the course 
of its session received many amendments to the draft statute as 
prepared by the organisations. These amendments frc»i different 
organizations were designed to give effect to the statute, which 
1- Report of the Secretary General, U.N. General Assembly, 20, 
Sept. 1973, 28-se6sion, It««» 87 of tiie Provisional agenda. 
Draft statute of the ICSC, A/9147, English Annex II, P. 6. 
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ACC took on and approved the draft as a vhole on 12 April 1973. 
The text of the draft statute will help In the study of 
the structure and cooipostltion of the International Civil Service 
Ccsnisslon. The text of the statute Is divided Into six chapters 
having 31 articles. These chapters are as followst 
CHAPTER I> ESTABLISHMENT. 
Article 1- In the draft statute tfhlcA was presented to the 
General Assenbly by the secretary General* the objective of the 
establlshaent of ICSC was mentioned. The aln of the Conalsslon 
was to regulate and co-ordinate the conditions of the service of 
the United Nations Coounon Systen? The United Nations Cooaons Systen 
Is a conpact systen containing United Nations and the organs establi-
shed by It for a particular purposes* which Is financed by voluntary 
contributions* and other specialized agencle« which have In accordance 
with Article 63 of the charter of U.M.O? these agencies Includes 
ILO, FAO* ICAO* WHO* UFU* ITU* MHO* IMCO* IAEA and GATTI 
CHAPTER II.COMPOSITION AND APPOINTMENTt 
Article 2 of the draft statute which was In the Initial stage 
or say* before taking the final shape of the structure of the 
Cosnlsslon and approved by the General Assenbly was to composed 
of 13 nenbers* appointed by the General Assaably on the basis of 
their personal expertise In the field of personnel management and 
administrative work. But all these thl±teen members were not of 
permanent nature* only three mebers were 
2- YUM* 1974* P. 876. 
3- Chase* B.P. * United Nations In Action. P. 421. Published by 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY* INC* New York* 1950. 
4- Hg 
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port of the Secretary ^enetal, U.N. General Assembly 20, Sept. 
73* English, P. 4. 
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to be appointed as full tine menbers of whoa one was designated 
as chaixnan* and the r«naining ten were as part time nenbers. 
This provision followed the General Assenbly resolution 3042 
(XXVXZ) of 19 December, 1972# in which there was the member-
ship of the cooHBission was clearly fixed as thriteen and these 
nember was not to be increased in any circuoastances, but there 
was a scope of reducing the number of the icenbers from thirteen 
in favour of somewhat smaller body with the princlt le of equitable 
geographical distribution. Pinally, after the review of all 
the issues, problems and the controversies, the conclusion 
reached in favoffr of the member of m^nbers to be thirteen w^s 
found suitable for proper functioning. Ihe strength of the con-> 
mittee would be contineoity of operation and v;ouId be effective 
in taking decisions and cooMaanding general confidence. 
The majority of the organizations and specialized agencies, 
which were concerned with the elairation of the ternis of reference 
for the commissiou, accepted the provision of three full tine 
members out of 13 members appointed by the General Assenbly to 
the Commission. But the controversy related to the number of 
full-time members remain unsolved. The reason was that some 
groups were in favour of three full time members an'i some were 
in favoure of only one, as chairman. There were also some mino-
rity groups which were favouring two full time members in the 
position of chairman and Vice-chairman. These groups held the 
opinion that two full time members would be sufficient for per-
forminc the functions of the commission. Iheee controversies 
5- Ibid. P.5. 
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w«re weiQ^ed by the Secretary General and his collegues in the 
Adaiinistrative ConaXttee on Coordination on the basis of relative 
•erits o£ entrusting the day-to-day business of the connission. 
Ihe secretary General also considered the observation of the 
International Civil Service Advisory Board* vihich was assigned 
tnis task of taking into consideration opinions of different 
groups regarding the nuaber of full time mebers. At last the 
secre^tary General and his colleagues in the ACC coneluded that 
for reasons of workload and procedure involved full tine aeinber-
ship could not be reduced to one or t%ro* 
Ihe Advisory Conaittee on Adninistsative and Budgetary 
Questions in its interim report on the draft statute sufaaitted 
on 30 Hovenber 1973« felt that regarding the proposed structure 
of the coaaission the crucial question remaining unsolved related 
to the number and powers of the full time moibers* The question 
was whether the full time members of the commission as proposed 
by the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination should be endowed 
with special powers which woAld be different from those m«8bers 
%«ho were not working as full time. The Advisory Committee also 
pointed out that the International Civil Service Advisory Board 
which was not rejecting the ACdIS concept* suggested that if the 
full time members would be given more powers and functions under 
the provisions of the statute having tvo kinds of members, this 
mi^t subject the members in their functioning* to coae under 
the pressure of internal strain and tension. 
^*Ibid. P. 4. 
7- YUM, 1973. P. 809. 
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Ihe Advisory Coonlttee requested tiie saenber states to give 
their opinion about the two kinds o£ aebership of the connission 
and some more powers and functions assigned only to one category 
of Rtenbers taut denied the others* vhLdti was suggested by the ACC. 
Alternately, they could give then opinion in favour of statutory 
Q 
equality for all a«sibers of the Coninission. 
The Advisory Coonittee in its report given to the General 
Assenbly in 1972« had indicated that there was no need for nore 
than one full tine nenber (Cosuaissioner) who would be designated 
as chaiman of the coonission. The Cbsnittee pointed that it had 
given this opinion only if there was a need to maintain indivisi-
bility of the coaBission*s power and unity of e<»nand. Only in 
some special circumstances arising out of the need of the situation, 
could the 03mmission as a whole decide to delegate some special 
authority to individual members. Moreover, the Advisory Committee 
was ready to accept the proposal of three full time members if 
the member states %rould consider that the full time members were 
to act as an executive nucleus of the Cbomiission and they would 
exercise specific powers conferred upon them by the statute* 
The report prepared by the secretary General and the Advisory 
Committee were discussed in the fifth Committee* The members 
participated in the discussion had different opinions on different 
issues* Howeverl they all agreed with t^e idea of having 13 members 
8- Ibid. 
9" Ibid. 
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on the 0onini8£lon. Menbers opined that this nusiber would be 
sufficient to conniand general confidence. 
However* during discussion^ the representative of Algeria 
and Guyana raised the question about equitable representation 
of the developing countries* These representatives pointed out 
that the composition of the eonnission should be based on the 
pattern of geograi^ tical distribution which was seen in the 
composition of the Advisory Committee because otherwise the 
developing countries would not be given equal representation. 
To correct these basic imbalance %fhich was present against the 
developing countries for a long tim«« tiie representatives of 
Ghana* Trinidad and Tobago proposed that the unjustice which 
was taking place with the by di»veloped countries being given 
more representation and weigatage in the proposed structure 
of the Gomnission could be resolved if the Fifth Committee would 
recommend to the General Assembly in favour of a national af a deve-
^ to 
loping country to be designated as chairman of the Coinnission. 
The Advisory Coomdttee's report which was under discussicm 
In General Assembly also considered the question posed by the 
Advisory Committee regarding the inequality between the full 
time and part time members. However* conseasus emerged on this 
issue during the discussion*• But the representatives of Kenya* 
Japan* Pakistan* Poland the USSR and the United States were among 
those %fho opined that the proposed structure and composition 
of the Commission in %«hidi there was a provision of statutory 
inequality in the powers of the full time mmibers andh part time 
10- Xbld. 
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ncQbers envisioned by Adninistrative dcMonittee on Coordination 
would lead to creating ta tuper-eoMiission within the cooBission. 
Ihis would provide a source of strain and tension within the 
Comission and finally the wokk of the eoimission would be 
hindered. 
During t^e discussion in the Fifth Cosnittee, most of 
the representatives were in favour of only one full time monber 
designated as ^airman and China expressed the view that there 
was no need of more full time members in addition to a full tine . 
diairman. However, after some time if the iCoanission during its 
operation felt the necessity of having some more full time members, 
12 then the matter could be reconsidered. 
Ihe representatives %«ho were present in the discussion, 
favoured only one full time member and not the three full time 
members. Ihey based their view on following arguments! 
- They argumd that the statute of draft Commission should 
not discriminate in assigning the pov-er and functions to the 
members on the basis of full time monber and part time members. 
All members of the eoonission should be given equal opportunity 
to determine their o%fn modus operandi. But the Commissi<xi would 
have the discretion to delegate some functions and powers to 
its full time and part time members as per requirement. Ihey 
also proixssed that the statutory inequality as mentioned in 
the draft statute uould be avoided. 
- The representatives advanced their arguments in the favour 
of one full time, eAiMirmMn, saying that a single member leading 
the donnmission, would facilitate the principle of administration 
in which unity of conwand would promote both efficiency and 
11* ^^M 
12- Ibid. 
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hamoni4ous r e l a t i o n s within the Cfomnission. Whereas two types 
o£ members working in the C!omnission with somewhat powers and 
functions would create a conplex system in %irtiich the problen 
of coordinating t h e i r a c t i v i t i e s would a r i s e . As a result* 
a t any stage* confusion or a gap in coordination occured the 
e n t i r e functioning of the Cfomaission would be a f fec ted owing 
to overlapping of functions* In t h i s process more time, labour 
and money would be invested* where l e s s were required, f i n a l l y 
the day-to-day functioning of the Ctosmission would be i n e f f i c i e n t 
and there would not be a s a t i s f a c t o r y dec i s i on making process . 
- The representat ives* who were p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n the d i s -
cuss ion of r i f t h Connittee opposed the provis ion of three f u l l 
time members proposed by ACC and some oth«r representat ives* 
They sa id that three f u l l time Bie|bers having more powers fron 
other members " throu^ the crea t ion of a ftuper-Conmission wi th in 
the ( ionnission. I t was more democratic and f a i r that i t should 
have 13* rather than three members* on an equal footing? 
- Th« other argument tfhich was forwarded in favour 
of one f u l l time chairman and against three f u l l time members 
was the cost* which would e s c a l a t e on the appointment of three 
f u l l time meiibers. The Conmission* the representa t ives sa id that 
was a l s o badly a f fec ted tr<m two s i d e s . One was the c o s t increase 
on account of the s a l a r i e s and allowances of three f u l l time 
members ins tead of one f u l l time chatrroan. Secondly* the day t o 
13- I b i d . PP. 809-10. 
14- ZMd. P. 810. 
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day business of the eoimilssion would not be efficiently per-
formed due to a lack of unity of cOHoand. These representatives 
also gave exanple of Advisory Conmittee whe<T& the only chair-
man was appointed and working as full time m^ber and the body 
was ^totng its works very efficiently and effectively. It 
never felt the need of more than one fulltime me«^rs. 
The representatives of Czechoslovakia, Poland* the Ukrainian 
SSR, and the USER were in favour of only one full time n^ber 
(the chairman), but they argued that, the chairman should be 
elected fay tiie members of the Commission for one year term and 
he should be eligible for re-election if the members felt so. 
Whereas the representative of Pakistan gave his consent in 
favour of election of the chairman by the Conmissioni:members 
but for more than one year to provide continuity in the interest 
of the Cfonnission. While the other representatives agrmed with 
the procedures which was given by ACC for the appointment of 
the Oiairman. 
During the discussion, the representatives of Australia, 
France, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Siera X'eone, the United Kingdom 
and others affirmed that t^e ACC had not shown intention about 
the independent powers the full time members would be given, 
but it was in the favour of division of work according to the 
nature of the functions assigned to the commissioners. This 
division of work performed by different m«Bbers would help the 
Conmiissioa to ensure that its day-to-day administration would 
15- Ibid. 
16- Ibid. 
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be carried out •fflclently and effectively. This position of 
the ACC indication was supported by the specific provisions 
of the draft statute which clearly authorized the Cosnission 
17 to extend its competence and control over all its activities. 
During the discussion, the representatives of Australia* 
Japan, Nigeria and the United Kingdoo opined that sone Menbers 
ej^ressed fears that the Cfomnission as a whole ni^t be doninated 
by the full tine members. Therefore they mede the suggestion 
that this d6mination could be made less sever if the commission 
was to be authorised fully by the draft statute to amend the 
powers and functions of the given to the full time members# 
whenever these full tine members ttied to dominate the efoonission* 
The representatives of Japan opined that the residual powers 
should be controled by the Commission in respect of all the 
functions given to lt# and the full time members should be confined 
to dealing with the day-to-day business only under the general 
directives formulated by the Comnission. There should also be a 
provision, to seek ratification by the Cfommission of the nations 
of the full time members* where required. Thus commission %#ould 
be fully powerful as it could give ratification after judging 
their actios*; but ^Commission would have the descr-tetion to«x 
17- Ibid. 
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declare the actions perfomed by the full time in«Bb«rs as un-
18 
satisfactory, 
The representatives of Ghana« Nigeria* Sierra Leone, and 
Trinidad and Tobago proposed on the basis of a conpromlse bet-
ween the alternatives forwarded by the Advisory Comnlttee that 
the Fifth Conmlttee should attach a paragraph In Its report which 
would authorize the Comnlsslon to be Independent over Its 
powers and functions delegated by draft statute. 
Most of the representatives who participated In the discussion 
of the Fifth Comnlttee were agreed to the proposal advonced by 
toe Adnlalstratlve Conmlttee on doordlnatlon that the day-to-
day functions of the Connilsslon should be performed by a nucleus 
of full tine nenbers, and that nucleus i^ »uld consist of three 
full tine nebers appointed by the General Assenbly on the recon-
nendatlon of secretary General* With regard to this proposed, 
Japan, Nigeria, the United Kingdom and others had pointed out 
that It was not Inconsistent to give their support In favour 
of three full tine nenbers and the statutory equality of powers 
and functions for the entire nenbers %«hether they were full 
19 tine or part tine nenbers* 
There were sone arguments advanced by nost of the representa-
tives who participated In the discussion of the Fifth Connlttee 
In favour of three full tine nenbers. They were the followlng»_^ 
- In the early period of the establlshnent of the Comnlsslon 
nost Inportant tasks of different klpds si^d nagnltuAe had to be 
perfomed very quickly and very carefully. The future of the 
Ifr- Ibid. 
19- Ibid. 
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coDtln|lty of the operation o£ the ^ oonlsslon was dependent 
on the success in solving the early problens assigned to it« 
There w%s a need* therefore* to provide division of functions 
and each functions should be given to different menbers on the 
basis of the nattfv« of functions and the type of expertise, the 
menber possessed in a particular field. This type of division 
of labour and functions would facilitate performance. Further, 
there would not be a problen of the duplication of labour and 
functions in the CoBraission. And all these day-to^ay adminis-
trative duties would not be carried out by a single full.time 
member* the chaiman* and he needed sooie other menbers vho re-
lieved his diverse day-to-day duties and responsibilities. Thus 
he would be bound to depend on some a^ isistants and helped by a 
secretariate 
- The representatives argued that one single full tiae 
members* the chairman would not be preferred whatever knowledge 
he possed concerning administration* against the collective wisdom 
of three full time members. This was so because a single chair-
nan could not Judge all the problems very accurately in all the 
circumstances. But if he was assisted in Judging the problems 
and came to a solution which would be suitable to the need of 
the time* then he would require some more full time mebers in 
this Cfommission. They also argued that a single ^airman working 
as only full time mMnbers %«ould become the focal point of all 
request and powers for the review of the salary system. This type 
of an organization would become hindrance in the way of progress 
of any system* whatever the knowledge and experience he possessed. 
20- Ibid. 
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Whereas, if the connission was provided with three full time 
oaembers* then the central authority would be diffused, and 
it would lead towarxas a better Judgement on any difficult 
problems arising in the operation of the Connission, %i/hich 
could not be handled as wisely by a single full tioae chairman. 
Mo9CSOV0rthe nucleus of the Comnisssion consisting of three full 
time members would be more representative of the entire £!oani-
ssion?^ 
During the discussion many of the representatives sighted 
the example of the Advisory Connittee %>hich blid only one full 
time member, proposed only one full time m^ber, the ^airman. 
However, they were perhaps, forgetting the differences between 
the 6(xinission and Advisory Comnittee on Administrative and 
Budgetary Questions in terms of structure and or-ganization, 
because the latter*8 functions were advisory whereas those of 
the eooraission would be administrative and policy making. There 
were many functions and powers which were to be given to the 
connission that w«re £.'UXrently carried out by the executive heads 
of the different organizations* Thus there were many diifferencec 
in the organization, powers and functions of the Connission and 
Advisory Committtee and so the donsBission would need three full 
22 time members against the Advisory Comnittee having only onet 
The representative favouring three full time members advanced 
the argument that Clomnission would be able t o consul t with a l l 
2 1 - I b i d . P^. 810-11 
22- Ib id . PP. 811 . 
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dlfferent parties which were involved directly or indirectly 
with the decisions of the eonaission through three full tine 
nenbers. Thus collect all the problens would be solved collec-
tively which would arise during the conduct of the business of 
the Coanission* whereas a single fullltime chairman could nftt 
be able to consult with all the parties simultaneously and solve 
the matters arising from the decisions of the eonnission. 
During this discussion of the Fifth Ccxomittee the represen-
tative of Algeria pointed out that the ciinCrcvBries which had 
arisen could not be solved during the current session of the 
Coimittee besause there were complex differences among the 
representatives who were taking part in the discussion. So he 
proposed that! 
"the Fifth CooiBitt^ eerecoiTTOend that the General 
Assembly defer consideration of the question 
of the establishment of the International Civil 
Service Coenlssion until its 1974 session* and 
that in the meantime the text of the draft statute 
should be submitted to Governaents for Consent**. 23 
The representatives of Ghana* Guyana and Israel opined that 
some more time was required to resolve scxne of the basic differences 
which had oaerged during the discussion. Besides these represen-
tatives, those of Argentina* Brazil* the Congo* Greece and the 
Libyan Arab Republic were with the algerian proposal and believed 
that a conpromise could not be found to resolve the differ^H««s 
within the short time remaining in the session and so the Algerian 
proposal was approved by Fifth Comittee on 6 December 1973* by 
a roll-call vot^ of 42 to 16, with 32 abstentions. This was 
23- ZbU. 
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subsequently conflxmmd by the General Aasenbly as follows*24 
In favours- Afghanistan* Algeria* Albania, Argentina* Bahrain, 
Brasil* Caaeroon* Chad* Chide* china. Conge* Dahomey* Deanocraic 
Yenen* Ecuador* Ethiopia* Oabon* Greece* Guinea* Ivory ^ast* 
Jordon* Kuwait* Itibyan Arab Republic* Madagascar* Mauritania* 
Mexico* Morocco* Pakistan* Panasia* Pezvj^ * Qatar, Rwanda, Sri-
Lanka, Sudan* SwMiland* Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, Tunisia* 
Uganda* United Republic of Tanzania* Tenen* Yogoslavia* Zaabia. 
Againstt-
Australia* Austria* Canada* Finland* Ghana* Guyana, Israel, 
•Xapan, Kenya* Khner Republic. Hew Zealand* Dlgeria* Norway* 
Sierra leone* Sweden* Trinidad and Tobago, 
Abstainingt- Belgiun, Bulgaria* Buxaa* Byelorussian SSR* Colonbia, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia* Dennark* France* German^ Democratic Republic^ 
Federal Republic of Geznany* Hungry* India* Indonesia* Iran* Ice-
land, Italy, Ldberia* Malaysia* Netherlands, Philippines, Poland* 
Portogal* South Africa* Spain* Turkey* Ukrainian SSR* USSR* 
United Kiggdon* United Stetes* Uruguay* Venezuela. 
In his report dated 1* October 1974* the secretary General 
attached the texts of 22 of the 26 r4lias received* and four 
were not attached because these were of formal nature or interim 
acknowledgements. These replies were based on the text of the 
draft statute* %^ic^ was communicated to Governments of Nmber 
states for coounent by the Secretary General on the recommendation 
25 Of General Assembly. 
The Secretary General in his report made many suggestions 
of the original draft statute regarding the structure* and compo-
sition of the Commission. In the repdrt he pointed out that he 
still held the opinion about the expected administrative worked 
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stlll held the opinion about the •3Q)ected adninlstrative 
work load of the 6oHBXs8ioD being Justified and th« re was 
a need for three full tine members who could provide their 
services for the operation of ^ e business of the 6ommisslon. 
But he also considered that initially it might be possible 
to restrict the number of full time membership to two^ the 
chairman and vice-chairtnan and watch during the early years 
of the cOBHiisslon's conduct of the business and responsibilities 
for which it was established and then determine whether there 
was a need for additional full time members or not^ there was 
no need of an additional full time member^ It, meant that some 
26 
extra labour and money could be saved* 
The Advisory Committee on AdaBlnlstratlve and Budgetary 
Questions in its report accepted the suggestions made by the 
Secretary General regarding the many provision of the original 
draft statute of the Coonslsalon in his report dated October 1974. 
The secretary General and his colleagues in the ACC suggested 
that the commission should be provide^a membership of 13 members 
and of that two commissioners should be designated as full time-
chairman and vice-chairmao «h6uidcbe appointed by the General 
Assembly. 
The Fifth Committee approved the text of the resolution 
(by consensus) and the statute by 85 votes to 0, with 2 absten-
tions) on 13 December 1974 on a proposal -made by Afghanistan, 
Austria, the Netherlands, the Phlllplnes, Portugal, Trinidad, 
and Tobago and Upper Volta following the consideration cf the 
reports of the Secretary General and the related reports of 
37 the Advisory Committee* 
26- Ibid. PP. 871-72. 
27- Ibid. P. 871. 
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Zt was initially proposed in th« draft statute that the 
dOBMission should be composed of 13 menbers of when three #111 
be appointed as ful tine cosaissioners (article-2) but subse-
quently this nuaber was changed to 15 aft^r a long discussion 
in Fift^ coBHBittee and General Assembly, tbw we see below how 
this number was changed to 15t-
During the general discussion of the different parts of 
the original draft statute, the representatives who took part 
in the discussion reachedlan agre&nent to amend several articles 
which were not covered by the proposals of the Advisory Connittee 
Among these werei 
"the second paragraph of article 3 which was 
revised to state that the coranissioners 
should be selected with due regard for equi-
table geographical distribution rather than 
broad geographical distribution."28 
Ihe Secretary General on 16 December reconnended the names 
of 13 persons for appointment to the Fifth Committee after con-
sultations with the Advisory Committee on Administrative and 
Budgetary Questions* It;is recommendation was placed before the 
General Assembly when it was to take up the report of the Fifth 
Committee. Out of thirteen commissioners two were to be appointed 
as chaixman and vice-chairraan working on a full time basis and 
the r^aining were as part time members. However, the Fifth 
Committee got the information on 17 December that the Secretary 
General after informal consultations with the representatives 
of the member states, reached agreement that there was need to 
provide one more part time member from Africa to the Commission, 
28- Ibid. P. 874. 
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for this it would be necessary to Increase the size of the 
eominlssion £r(»i 13 to 14. Meamfhile the Fifth efoonittee also 
received the information that on the other hand« China, as one 
of the permanent nenber of the Security Council of United Nations 
vas to be given representation in the CoamXasion under the pattern 
of distribdtion proposed fay the^gecretary General in 1973, »3w, 
at this time the Fifth Connittee received the iikforroation that 
China had made request to the fiosmittee that as it was not able 
to recomnend a candidate at that time to serve on the 6ommission^ 
it favoured for its seat for the first term a candidate who %rould 
be a national of another Asian Member state. Following this, 
the secretary General pointed out t^ at> there were three candidates 
from Asia and he would like that they should serve for two a 
year term, and following their expiration a candidate from china 
29 
would be given representationt 
The Fifth Committee reviewed the proposals which was presented 
by the Secretary General regarding the size and procedures of 
appointment and distribution of representation on an equitable 
geographical basis* After accepting the proposals of the Secretary 
General, the efonmittee decided to send it to the General Assembly 
for action. 
On 18 December 1974, when the General Assembly was fully 
prepared to give the final shape to the text of the draft statute 
of the 6omroission after considering all the questions on which 
discussion had taken place in the Fifth Colanittee and some 
29- Ibid. P. 875. 
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articles had b«en amended by the recoiranendatlons of Advisory 
Comiltte«« representatives of the 14«Bber states and the Sec-
retary General, At this meeting of the General Assembly the 
representative of Algeria with the support of Libyan Arab 
^{»jblic« orally proposed that the roeinberships of the Co«-
•isiion should be increased from 14 to 15. Accordingly, "thae 
General Assembly approved the Algerian proposal, and then 
appointed the the condidates proposed by the secretary 
General, in their individual capacities, 
including those whose candidacy was 
sutaitted in response to the proposals for 
an increase in meroebership." 30 
On 18 December 1974, the General Assembly appointed Raul 
A. Quijano, a candidate from Argentina and A.L. Adv. of Ghana 
on the proposal of Secretary General, as chairman and vice-
chairman, respectively, for a term of four years and the re-
maining 13 part time commissioners were appointed fron different 
Member states on the basis of equitable geographical distribu-
31 tlon and their terms of service was decided by lot! 
Article 3 of the proposed statute of the Coimnlssion pro-
vides two types of principles to govern the appointment of the 
members of the <!onnlssipn. The first principle pointed cut 
that the members should be appointed on the basis of "the 
requisite qualifications and esQserience** referred to in the 
resolution, whereas the second principle exd&ssed that the 
members of the e^ ommission should be selected on the basis of 
equitable geographical distribution rather than broad geogra-
phical distribution. Meanwhile the Secretary General opined 
that there were other organizations which followed the second 
principle in addition to the requirement of qualifications. 
30- Ibid. 31- Ibid. 
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He expressed that opinion, that the pattern of geographical 
distribution was also reflected in the cowposltion and appoint-
ment of the Advisory Coranlttee and he suggesed that this pattern 
should also be followed by the General Assembly for the appoint-
ment of the coiMBlssioners to the International Civil Service 
Conmissiojl, This pattern was as follows»-
*(«) Two members to be appointed from among nationals of 
African states; 
(b) Two f4Pom Asian states; 
(c) One from an Eastern European state; 
(d) Two from latin American states; 
(e) One from a western European or otte*state; 
(f) One each from among nationals of each of the five states 
which are permanent members of the Security Council*.32 
I D the draft statute, article 5 pointed out the procedure 
for the appointment of the members to the eommission by the 
General Assembly according to the principles of continuity and 
of rotation. In paragraph (a) of this article* there was a 
provision under which the members were appointed for four year 
term but the members who were initially appointed," four will be 
retired at the end of three years and the terms of four other 
members shall expire at the end of two years". Moreover, when 
the number of membership was raised from 13 to 15, then the num-
ber of four members was raised to 5, it meant that five members 
term will expire at the ^nd of three years and other five at 
the end of two years. All these members were of part time nature. 
32- Report of the secrettrv General, 20, Sept. 1973, English P.5. 
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lh« nanes of these ten part time members were taken from the 
list of candidates* subnitted tc the General Assembly eharring-
out by lot. Initially* when the number of full tiine >• -obers w&s 
proposed to be three* then the secretary General suggested that 
the chairman should be appointed for four years terra* and the 
remaining two should serve for three years and two^ .-years with 
four part tine members each separately. However* the number 
of full time menbers was reduced to two and both of then were 
33 designated for four years by the General Assembly. 
ID t'is:^report the Secretary General proposed that for proper 
and regular functioning of the tfommissicm* there was need for a 
secretariat which would provide technical assistance to the 
members of the eommission. The secretariat would also be helpful 
in collecting the data and informations as per requir^nent of 
the Cloramission to solve the various issues and problems referred 
by the General Assembly. Ihe Secretary General intended that 
the secretariat should have a staff of 48 of whom 20 will serve 
in pro^ssional catefory and above and 28 will be in General 
service categoryout^ of these 28* 25* (10 staff personnel will 
be of professional category and above and 15 will serve in the 
General Category)• This staff will be transferred from the exis-
ting posts of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. 
However Advisory fiomnittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions 
proposed in its report that the secretariat of the e<Mrmission 
Should have a totil staff of 25 for the y^r5i~i»?5-from the United 
33- Ibid. 
34- YUN, 1974* P. 872. 
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Nations vaA its other spsclallssd organizations of Whosi 10 will b« 
•ppoii^ tsd in ths profsssionsl and higher catsgoriss and 15 will 
35 
bs in Osnsral ssrvics category. 
Moreover in the initial draft statute* the estioiated staff 
requirements of the ConndssiOD for the biennuia 1974-1975 were as 
follow?* 
L»vl Muwber of posts 
1. Equivalent of Assistant Secretary Oeneral —3 
2. Director (D-2) —-1 
3. Principal officers (D-1) 2 
4. Senior officers (P-5) — -5 
5. first officer (p-4) 1 Ij 
6. Second officer (F-3)J 
1 
7. Associate officer (P-2) — ~ « — 
23 
Ihere were 50«S44 personnel on the staff of the organisations 
of the United Nations systen belonging to the coimon systen of sa-
laries on 31 Dec. 1984p With increase in the voluae of work of the 
UN and of its agencies* the nunbers of staff m«nbers had also estea-
dily increased. This galaxy of International Civil Servants of the 
United Nations Connon Systen had been facing diverse types of prob-
lems since ^ e system came into being. To solve these problem and 
develop a single unified International Civil Service* the Commission 
was given powers and assigned different kinds of functions under 
chapter ZXZ of the statute. This area of activity is covered in the 
next chapter. 
35- Ibid. P. 873. 
36- U.N.* G.A. 20* Sept. 1973. 2e-session* Report of the Secretary 
General A/9147 English. P.9. 
37- YUW, 1984, P. 1147. 
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Ihe funct ions and powers of the Internat ional C iv i l Service 
ConoisslOQ cone under chaper ZZZ of the s t a t u t e for the Conai" 
s s i o n and i t covers a r t i c l e s 9 to 18. i^^rticles 9 to 17 of t h i s 
chapter make c l e a r the scope and nature of the functions which 
are to be performed by the Coaanission. 1*ie-rt 1 aim .of the Com-
miss ion's functions was to develop a s i n g l e uni f ied internat ional 
c i v i l s erv ice wiiich was enumerated in the relat:J.onship agreements 
entered in to by the United Nations, on the one hand, and each 
of the organizat ions In the common system on the other . This r e -
la t ionsh ip agreements had to guide the eonrolssion in the perfor-
mance of i t s duti-cij. In t h i s chapter, the s p e c i f i c provis ions 
of the CcKiroiesion iire rai2ntic>ne<1, par t i cu lar ly the type of r e s -
p o n s i b i l i t i e s that ere assigned to the Commission and the manner 
in which they ore to be cfei ried out . 
flefcre goin'^ into the d e t a i l s of t h i s chapter, the fo l low-
ing points &hoiald be taVer in to account on the b a s i s of which 
th* d e t a i l s of ^ ( T s t a t ^ ^ e for t h i s chapter were prepared. These 
points inc lud: 
• • The tfommission was required , a f t er establ ishment, to 
make reconauendailcn^ to the General Assembly on -
( i ) the broad princi i - les for the determination of the condit ions 
of serv ice of the s ta f f , (11) Salary s c a l e s and post-adjustments 
for s ta f f in the prcf^ss lonal and higher ca tegor i e s and ( H i ) 
s t a f f assessment; 
1 - Report of the Secretary General, U.K. General Asstfcblv 20, 
Sept. 1973, 28 Session, Draft Statute of the ICSC, V'9147, 
English, P . 5 . 
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b. The C<»Bn)i8sion had to establish methods by which the 
principles were to be applied for the determination of con-
ditions of service, the rates of allowances and benefits other 
than pensions* the conditions of entitlement thereto and stan-
dards of travel* and the classification of duty stations for 
the purpose of applying post adjustnentsf 
c. At the headquarters duty stations and other designated 
duty stations as may from time to time be added at the request 
of the ACC, the Commission would establish the facts and make 
recommendations as to the salary scales of the staff in the 
General service and other locally recruited categories. 
d. Ihe Commission was given the responsibility to deter-
jfiine the salary scales for the staff, working in the same ca-
tegory at a particular duty stations if the executive head or 
heads conmerned* requested the Commission to do so after con-
sultation with the staff representatives. 
e. The Commission would be given the responsibilities to 
make job classification standards for all categories of staff 
in fields of work common to several of the organizations. 
The Oommission would also have to advise the organizations on 
the development of consistent Job classification plans in other 
fields of work. 
f. The Commission was assigned the functions to make recom-
mendations to the organizations on standards of recruitment, 
development of recruitment sources, organization of competitive 
2- WW, 1973, P. 808. 
3- YUH 1973, P.808. 
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•xaninatioas or alternative procedures* career developnent 
and develpnent o£ connon staff regulations. 
g. Ihe Conaission had to submit an annual report to 
the General AssMtbly, including information on the inple-
Mentation of its decisions and recoanendations. 
There were sosie specific functions and other functions 
related to it» intended to be carried out on a full-time 
basis by a broadly representative and hi^ly qualified body. 
There were mainly two types of problems to be dealt or solved 
by the Commission. Cto the one hand* there were questions re-
lated to the legislative concern* v^idi were traditionally acted 
on by the General Assembly mostly on the recommendations of the 
International Civil Service Advisory Board. Por that reason the 
Board Looked for a broadly representative and esqpert body to 
review these legislative issues for the sake of maintaining tiie 
confidence of legislative organs. These legislative issues were 
concerened with the international civil service, questions of 
5 
basic principle and related important budgetary implications. 
On the o t h e r hand* t h e r e was the l a r g e nuinber of problems 
of international personnel administration* which normally did 
not need legislative action. These problems were dealt at the 
a^inistrative levels. They required close attention from experts 
of this field* and frequent decisions* the reason was that these 
pxroblems had involved increasing difficulties voluntary ~ ' ' -J* 
4- Ibid. 
5- Report of the Secretary General* U.N. General Assembly, 20 
Sept. 1973* Snglish Annex IZ P.10. 
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adnlQlstratlve co-ordination among the organizations seeking 
connon conditions o£ service. These were the func ions which 
the eoonission was assigned to deal with on a full tiae basis. 
The full CooBission was assigned the function fay the draft 
statute to recoimend on the broad principles for the detemina-
tion of the conditions of service of the staff to the General 
Assembly. The International Civil Service Advisory Board poin-
ted out that this principle so bzx>adly phased as there would 
be no linitation on the powers of the full Oomnission in naking 
recosaiendations on the conditions of service for decision by 
the General Assesibly. The C<»nis8ion faced the problems of 
determining the essential criteria for the firing of salaries. 
These criteria weee under review by the Board and also by the 
special committee for the review of the United Nations salary 
system. The Commission was requested to carry on these respon-
sibilities as soon as possible under General Ass^bly resolution 
3042(XXVZX)« The responsibilities which were transferred to the 
Commission frcMn the Board and the Special Committee included 
the following problems. The first related to the problem of con-
tinuing review under the Noblemaire principle for professional 
staff and for the General Service. The second related to the 
principle of fixing salary scales on the basis of the best pre-
vailing conditions of employment in the locality of the duty 
station. This problem, was previously de4tt by the Board as 
6- Ibid. P.11. 
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requiring intensive re-examination. 
Another duty assigned to the Coonission by the draft statute 
was to make recofOBiendations to the General AssMsbly concerning 
the problens of the scales of salaries and post adjustment for 
staff in the professional and higher categories. The Board gave 
Ifehe opinion that the full Comnission would recommend a broad pri-
nciple to apply to the establishment of the scales of the salaries 
%ihich had to be approved by the General Assembly. Thus the re-
port of the Commission submitted on the establishment of the pro-
posed scales would demonstrate the basis on which they had been 
arrived at in application of the stated principles. 
The other subject which was assigned to the Coonission for 
making recommendation to the General Assembly under the draft 
statute was the rates of staff assessment. Here too it was the 
understanding of the Board that the principles of staff assess-
ment would be of sufficient importance and the Comnission should 
not be restricted in applying these principles to the calculation 
o 
of rates of staff assessment. 
These assignments of authority to the Comrission for mak-
ing recommendations to the General Assembly on the above men-
tioned subjects could not affect the legisiative authority of 
the General Assemb^. 
Ttie representative* who were taking part in the discussion 
on the report of the Secretary General and the Advisory Committee 
related to the drdft statute for the Commission during the Assembly 
7- Ibid. 
8- Ibid. 
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1974 session gav« their views regarding the powers functions of 
Cesnission. These representatives supported the proposal of the 
Advisory Cosmittee relating to a new text for article 18. In this 
proposal all doubts regarding the indivisibility of the powers of 
the CoBad.ssion and equality of its menbers. The new text for article 
18 also clearly pointed out that the Coowlssion should retain the 
power to delegate responsibiXit^^es to its chaiman* viee«-chair#en 
9 
or to any other ooMBber or oembers. 
The subject of allowances and benefits was one of the nost 
inportant issues assigned to the Connission by t^e draft statute. 
The reason was that this was the area which had the niost disparate 
treatment throu^out the Coovimi systesi. There was the lack of uni* 
foxaity into the system* as a principle for conmmi application 
could not be prepared to deal with these issues of different agencies 
and organisatioj^. Howevef* some allowances had been fixed by the 
executive heads some legislatively and some other allowances were 
fixed in one manner in one organisation and in a different manner 
in another organization. The International Civil Service Advisory 
Board had all along been aware of these problems and had felt the 
need for a single qualified body which could most effectively handle 
the subject in a more centralised manner. And so the Board welcommdd 
the intent of the draft statute for the Commission which was pre-
pared to bring uniformity into the system by delegating these fune-
tioam to a single* qualified or^an. 
This was the area where drafters of the statute for the 
Commission felt that the legislative bodies in all organisations 
should delegate the powers whatever required to the Commission 
for making its authority uniform among all the organisation. 
9- YUM. 1974, P. 874. 
10- Report of the Secretarv General. Sept. 1973. Afiaex II P. 12. 
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They also expressed their view that the General Assenbly should 
contribute to Baking this uniformity of functions effective. 
However there were certain alliowances in this area which had 
been legislated by the General Assembly owing to historical 
reasons. These werei dependency allowance* education grant* 
termination indamfilty and repatriation grant and one benefit 
(home leave)• Wheeeas the draft statute assigned to the Ccmmi-
ssicm the task of establishing the rates of allowances and be* 
nefits (other than pensions) as well as the conditions of entitle* 
ment and also of standards of travel. However* one member among 
the drafters opined that the Commission should feel free %fhere 
it deemed necessary* on its own initiative* to make recommenda* 
tidns to the legislative bodies on the subject of alowances and 
benefits. The International Civil Service Advisory Board always 
felt that the delegation of powers by kll organisations to the 
Commission must be effective in such a way which could enable it 
to take decisions independently in dealing with this subject with-
out reference to the legislative bodies. 
The reason for delegating the authority to the Commission 
to take decisions en the subject of allowanoes approved by the 
General Assembly in the past which had closer relationship to 
the basic conditimis of international service. Now the draft 
statute clearly pointed out that the determination of these 
allowances would fall within the authority of the Cosnission 
as a whole. The Board seemed convinced of the soundness of 
11- Ibid. 
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thls proposal because the alowances Inquestlon were Important 
elenents of the total conditions of service and so it was requ-
ired l^at they should be fitted uni|k>nB«lly into a conposite 
whole. Zn the case of the dependency allowances* which involved 
basic social policy, there were differences of opinion among the 
drafters. The question was whether it was to be Kept together 
12 
with other alowances or dealt wlitt aeparately^ The representatives 
of Prance* Japan, Trinidad and Tobago, the United Rpipublic of 
Tanzania, among others, gave their views during the discussion 
on the rei}orts of the tecretary General and of the Advisory Con-
Bittee related to the draft statute for the Connission during 
the General Assembly's 1974 session. These representatives suppor-
ted the proposal of the Advisory Connittee that) 
" the determination of the rates ofthe major 
allowances and benefits, particularly those 
involving basic social policy, should r«nain 
vested in the General Assembly? 13 
The representative of the United Kingdom, however, expressed 
the view that the original texts of articles 10 and 11 made the 
correct distinction between those matters on which the ^ ORonission 
should make recommendations to the General Assembly and those 
on which it should have regulatory powers? 11 —> '^ 
— He opined that there was a possibility of serious adminis-
trative difficulties which might appeared if decisions on the 
amounts of benefits had to await the coming session of the General 
Assembly. This decision was diffezrent from principles on which 
12- Ibid. 
13- YUM. 1974, P.874. 
14- Ibid. 
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15 
such benefits were to b« calculated. 
Tl»e functions which were assigned to the Coamission under 
article 11 differed from th«ee enumerated under article 10 in 
two respectsI First,these functions covered roethods of appli-
cations of the broad principles for deternining the conditions 
of service and particular allowances or benefits. Secondly, they 
ceded up powers unifozsially to the Comnission %*hich were variously 
distributed between the legislative and executive organs of the 
orcanisations in the cosaion systesi. This cession of powers was 
with the intention that the authority of the Coonission in regard 
to the technical or detailed aspects of the conditions of service 
would be the sane and uniforsi in all the organizations. 
The subject of pensions was excluded fron the author^y 
of the Conmission. The reasons were that the General Assenbly 
had established a separate United Nations Joint Staff Pension 
Fund, adopted its regulations, and received annual reports from 
the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Boardo (UNJSPB). Second-
ly, that the Board had created its vwn nachinery for receiving 
advice which was not needed by the Connission for deteminigg 
entitlenents and for reviews and appeals. However, the Inter-
national Civil Service Advisory Board felt that the Connission 
should be represented at the sessions of UNJSPB and be expected to 
offer views to that Board and must obtain frosi it data bearing 
upon salaries and benefits. This was suggested by ICSAB as there 
was a close interrelationship bettieen salaries and pensions, 
15- Ibid. 
16- Report of the Secretary General 20, Sept. 1973,. English P.6. 
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rates of contrlbutiona and general conditions of service• 
The adoption of the rules of procedure was the responsi-
bility of the Conmisslon. Its adoption was a statutory require-
nent th-t would establish the manner in which executive heads 
and staff representatives could exercise their right* collecti-
vely or separately* to present facts and views on any natter 
within the competence of the Coomission* The International Civil 
Senrice Advisory Board had recosmendad to the representatives 
of the organisations that the draft statute night more clearly 
assign the responsibility to the Conmisslon to collect information 
which it needed from theyconcerned.^Zn this connection the Federation 
of International Civil ServAo^'s Associations (FZCSA) expressed 
its views for creating a statutory duty that the rules of procedure 
require the Commission for creating tripartite consultative 
machinery. In addition to this organisations and staff opined 
that there was need to have an appropriate mechanism by the 
Commission for consulting administrations and staff. After a 
long discussion, the International Civil Service Advisory Board 
accepted the view that there should be a provision in the draft 
statute under which the Commission would take account of the 
various forms of consultation* formal or informal in adopting 
its rules of procedure for its plans and proposals. In this con-
nection* fZCSA showed willingness to agree to the method accor-
ding to which advice would be given to the Commission on any 
subject by any one only at Commission's initiative. 
1*7- Ifeifl* Annex XI P. 12 
•«5-
Th« Znternational ^Ivil Servictt Advisory Board also gave 
suggestion about tha valua and Importance of the part*tlsie 
memberso£ the Commission and so It opined for the need of a 
provision %^lch would be required In the Commission's rules 
of procedure for keeping part-time Commissioners adequately 
18 Informed of the %rork done between plenary sessions. 
A more significant function assigned to the Commission 
%#hlch strengthened the prestige and authority of the body was 
the adoption of its annual report to the General Assembly. 
This report was also to Include Information on the Implemen-
tation of Its decisions and recommendations. The Board opined 
that the moral effect of the Cossnlsslon's reporting mainly on 
failures of Co-ordination with the General Assembly and thereby 
with the governing organs of the agencies should be considered 
19 great; 
The reconmendatlons of the Commission to the Assembly In-
cluded the leglslutlve action in key areas and work done by 
ZCSAB In the past on the principles for the determination Of 
the conditions of service of the staff* on professional salaries 
and post-adjustments* and on staff assessment. 
To avoid confusion of responslbllltites and^uties within the 
Commission, the Administrative Coanlttee on Co-ordination proposed 
that the statute would divide the functions assigned to the Comm-
ission into two categories. It accordingly specified what powers 
the Commission as a i«hole might exercise and stated that the 
remaining functions would be performed by the full-time members 
19- Ibl^. 
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under the statute not expressly assigned to the full Coanission. 
Essentially* the full-tiaw nucleus (full-tine neinbera} to a 
considerable degree assumed those administrative and executive 
tasks t^id) were under the charge of num<Kerous separate executive 
heads and in large part within the Co-ordinating competence of 
20 the €k>nsultative Coonittee on Administrative Questions, 
However* to maintain a balance and to ensure a fuller asrociation 
between tile two elements (full-time and part-time members) of 
the Commission, the full time members had to function subject 
to such policies as the Commission as a ^ ole might establish 
21 
under the pzovlsions of the statute? 
She full time nucleus was assigned the fur^ ctions to estab-
lish rates of« and entitlement to, allowances and benefits, which 
were not legislated heretofore by the General Assembly. 
The full time nucleus of the Commission was assigned the 
responsibility uiKier the statute to classify duty stations for 
post adjustment purpbses. Regarding this function, the Inter-
national Civil Service Advisory Board proposed that it would 
favour the Commission having competence to go into the full 
question of post-adjustments and would prefer the existing 
Bxpert Committee on Post Adjustments to become a subsidiary body 
of the Commission. However the Board clarified that the highly 
te^nical body like the E9a>ert Committee would functitKi^ jnozmally 
as at present until the Commission was fully prepared to absorb its 
tasks.^ 
20- Report of the Secretary General 20 Sept. 1973, English, Annex II, 
21 Ibid. 
22- Ibid. P.14. 
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There was* thus* a vitally important wide area vrtiere the 
Coonisslon's technical staff and full tin* nucleus had gradually 
to assuBie full responsibility. This area included the question 
of salaries for the General Service Category. However the task 
was .enojnous .0Wlng to the size of the area of rhc responsibility 
as at least half of the international civil service was scattered 
over the world in some 140 duty statations in each of which in 
the bevt prevailing local conditions of enployment was made ava-
ilable to the incumbents. The type of locality, the nature of 
wage and employment patterns were the most decisive factors which 
governed wage-fixing methodologies of salaries for the General 
Service Category. W»e International Civil Service Advisory Board 
was the body which helped the Commission's technical staff and 
the permanent nucleus to over cone the difficult task and to take 
effective steps to achieve harmony of salaries for the General 
service category among all 140 duty stations. Ihe Board felt 
the necessity ini. the organizations for providing greater expertise, 
in grading patterns, in statistics and in pay research. Ihe Board 
also identified the causes of marked disparity in General Service 
wage scales between one head quarter city and another. These 
included lack of ifnifozmity in method and some difficu2^ ties in 
staff movement as well as some trouble in roanagoaent-staff 
23 
relationsr 
In its review of the draft statute, the Administrative Com-
mittee on Co-ordination (ACC) proposed that authority be provided 
to the Commission to find the relevent facts and make recomme-
ndations to the executive heads at headquarters duty stations. 
At the remaining duty stations, the existing system prevailed, 
23- Ibid. 
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except that the need was felt by the ACC for similar services 
at a given duty station and the Cosraiasion would be requested 
from tine to time to provide it. Ihe Connission was also con-
ferred a quasi-acbitral role to resolve any problem regarding 
salaries for General Service Category at any particular duty 
station at the request of the executive head or heads, after consul-
tation with staff representatives. During the session of the 
International Civil Seneice Advisory Board^  one organization 
presented a proposal to add a paragraph to the effect that, 
at a future date to be determined, authority would be transfered 
to the Commission to establish salary scales for the General Service 
and other locally recruited categories, after full consultation 
with the administration and staff representatives. All other 
parties present at the session agreed with this suggestion, the 
24 
doubt only was %fhether it would be mentioned in a statutory text. 
The participants taking part in the discussion during the 
session of the Board were not satisfied with clauses concerning 
General Service salary scales and they extended discussion on 
the subject. The representatives argued that the Board should 
propose ttiat the new Comsiission must attain full authority on 
the subject, but it must do its job step by step, and area by 
area. The reason was that the adoption of this procedure wou#d 
help the commission to bring its authority into harmony with 
its Other bodies in respect of remuneration. 
J - - — • • • • 
24* Ifidd. P.15. 
25» Ibid. 
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Ihe Intematlcmal Civil Service Advisory Board proposed 
that the statute shc»ild contain an article which would help 
the nndvenent in the direction of full salary determination 
for General Service and other locally reccuited cctegories, 
on the basis of an earlier interira period of fact finding 
and recoonendation. 
The final shape was given to the category of General Service 
Salary in the statute of the Coaanission on 18 ^ ec. 1974 at its • 
<J«neral,Assembly twenty ninth session in the form of article 12# 
The article saids 
"l. At the headquarters duty stations and such 
other duty stations as may from time to time 
be added at the request of the Adrainistrative 
Coonittee on Co-ordination, the Conaoission 
shall establish the relevant facts for# and 
make recomnoendations as to the salary sciles 
of* staff in the General Service and other 
locally recruited categories. 
2* Notwithstanding the provisions of 
paragraph 1 above* the executive head or 
concerned* after consultation with the 
staff representatives* may request the Cooimic 
to determine the salary scales at a particulc 
duty station instead of making a recommendat^ 
The salary scales so detennined shall apply 1 
all staff in the same category at the duty 
station. 
3. In exercising its functions under para 
graph 1. and 2 above* the Commission shall* 
in accordance with article 28* consult exe-
cutive heads and staff representatives. 
4. The Commission shall determine the dat 
or dates on which it can assume the function 
set out in this article?27 
The Consission was provided, by a series of articles in the 
draft statute* a limited advisory or at best standard setting 
functions* The Conmission was assigned the duty to establish 
26- Ibid. 
27- YUH. 1974* P. 877, 
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Job classification 8tanda#ds, but it was authorited to do so 
only in fields of work conunon to sveral of the organizations* 
in other fields, it was to advise on the development of con-
sistent Job classification. 
In other natters, the functions of the Comnission were 
purely advisory. There was no distinction made between staff 
training programne, an area well adapted to an advisory role 
and standards of recruitment. Even the Comnission had an advi-
sory role for the development of Coinnon Staff Regulations. There 
were maiy other areas in which the International Civil Service 
Advisory Board had prefferred to tender its advice over the 
years rather than seeing results. These areas included, for 
example, the development of recruitment sources, the orgr^ niza-
tion of competitive examinations, staff ev<iiluatlon and career 
development. 
The Board suggested that, the functions, whether standard-
setting or advisory, would be of sufficient importance to the 
Commission. The reason was that they would be the subject of 
consideration by the full Commission under its authority to 
establish general policies for the guidcince of the full time 
28 
nucleus. 
Tje maintain the equal i ty of the purchasing power of United 
Nations s a l a r i e s for s ta f f in the professional and higher c a t e -
gories in duty s t a t ions t^irouQhout the world, the Coiranission 
28- Repftrt of the secretary General 20, *ept. 1973, English, 
Annex II, P.16. 
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had first of all taken up the problem of post adjustment systein 
under article 11 of the statute at the request of ACC and FICSA 
at its second session, August 1975. This work of the Commission 
has been studied in the following chapter* 
C H A P T E R - I V 
WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION-: 
POST ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM. 
-73-
P» stated earlier* the statute of the International Civil 
Service Coonission got recognition by the General Assembly 
on 18 Decenber 1974* ^ owever the Commission could succeed in 
its functions on 1 i^ril 1975, the date on which the first 
chairman tookup his duties. The Commission decided to hold two 
sessions in the years of 1975 and 1976 to fulfill, as quickly 
as possible duties related to complete review of the salary 
systen. It was decided by the Commission and confirmed by the 
Committee on conferences that one session each year would be 
held at the United Nations Headquarters and the other at the 
headquarters of one of the other participating organizations* 
The International Civil Service Commission held successful 
two sessions in 1975, the first at the United Nations Headquarters, 
New York (USA) from 19 to 30 May and the second at Geneva, 
Switzerland, from 11 to 29 August 1975. At the first session 
the Commission «ook note mainly of organisational matters* The 
rules of procedure for the Commissions functions and decisions 
regarding its methods and progransae of work were adopted at this 
session. There were certain responsibilities which the Commission 
delegated to its chairman.' These included l^e over all guidance 
of the work of the secretariat, the approval of periodic revisions 
of the schedules of post adjustment classifications and daily 
subsistance allowance rates. The Commission also felt thiat res-
ponsibility regarding the ad-hoc functioning might be given to 
the chairman, vice-chairman or other members of the Commission 
1- Ygg. 1975. P. 920. 
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2 
on the basis of need either singly or in groups? 
The COHBRission adopted it its first session its methods 
and programne of work. According to methods* the executive 
heads of the participating organizations and the representa-
tiTes of the staff were given the opportunity to present their 
views and make suggestions on the matters considered by the 
Comnission. The Connission took written statements from the 
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) and the consul-
tative Connittee on Administrative Questions as well as from the 
Federation of International Civil Servant's Associations (FZCSA) 
and other staff representatives on any questions they considered 
important* The Commission invited the representatives of the 
executive heads of the participating organisations* through the 
consultative Committee on Administrative Questions, and of 
riCSA to participate in its meetings* and also ctner staff re-
presentatives from time to time on particular matters, in con-
fozmity with the rules of procedure. The Commission always tried 
to reach its conclusions on any matter* either with the complete 
satisfaction of the parties concerned* or if that was not possi-
ble* then without such satisfactions. But the conclusions were 
reached always in full knowledge of the parties concerened; 
At its first session* held in 1975* the Commission was 
successful in seeking approval for establishing a standing sub-
sidiary body to provide it with esqpert statistical advice on 
2- Ibid. 
3- Report of the ZCSC* 1976* General Assembly thirty first session. 
P.4. 
*- Ibid. 
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5 
natters relating to the post adjustment systeaa. 
Ihe Zntematlonal Civil Service Coonission started its 
functions under its responsibility £roB 1 July 1975« for 
publication of the monthly revisions of the schedules of daily 
subsistence allowances and of post adjustment classifications• 
Otte Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC) and 
the Federation of Zntematlonal Civil Servant's Association (FZCSA) 
requested the Comriiission* at its second session held at Geneva, 
Switzerland from 11 to 29 August 1975* to consider* as a matter 
of urgency the possible changes in the post adjustment. The post 
Adjustment system was* according to third report of XCSC, designed 
tot 
"maintain equality of purchasing power of United 
Nations salaries for staff in the professional 
and higher categories in duty stations through* 
out the world; consequently, it reflected changes 
both in cost of livlog-and in the exchange v lue 
of the United states dollar in relation to local 
currencies?7 
The Administrative Committee on Co-ordination pointed out 
in a report to the Commission that the questions regarding the 
tacrease in the cost of living and fluctuations in the exchange 
rates of a magnitude were never considered at the time of the 
adoption the post adjustment system. Nor was the system capable 
of maintaing the real value of mnoluments, particularly where 
the local currency had appreciated maUcedly in relation to the 
United States doller. This led to haevy losses fof staff members 
without dependents in comparison to staff with dependents; the 
YUH. 1975. P. 920. 
6- Ibid. 
7- S!fi# 1977, P. 988, see i n f r a . Footnote 10. 
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the reason being that the former received post adjustsient 
Q 
at only tv«o thirds of tbe~ full "with dependants" rate. 
At the COHDission** second session^ the ACC offered its 
suggestions for tvo possible rwaedies to solve the problems faced 
by the staff without dependents in the existing post adjustment 
system. Ttim remedies wexei to remove the recognition of dependency 
status from the post adjustment syst«n and to reflect it else-
where in the salary system^ and the second one was to distinguish 
between movements in the post-adjustment index due to rises in 
cost of living expressed in local currency and those ttue to fluctua* 
tions in the exchange rate. In addition* the ACC suggesed a third 
solution to over come the problem, through a provision of a tempo-
rary supplement to the post-adjustment rate for staff without 
dependants at classes above a certain threshold level. Class was 
to be determined according to the base for cost of living adJust-
o 
ments at different duty stations. 
The Commission agreed for an interim solution to the problem 
of postadjustment after heading the views of the executive heads 
and of the staff. However* it made clear that such a solution 
would not prejudice the long-term conclusions which the Coonnission 
might come to later. 
The Commission provided that the interim remedy would be 
applicable to the classes of post adjustment above class 7. 
The r^aaon was that the class of post adjustment in New York 
8 - }fUN, 1975, P . 9 2 1 . 
9- Ibid. 
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was taken as 7 at the tine of the last i-nrfffyilf^ -rn salaries 
i,e approved by the General Assenbly in 1974, effective frcn 1 
January 1975. The Comnission further made it clear that the 
ratio of resiuneration of staff without dependents would not 
fall below 90 per cent of that of staff with dependents...Zt . 
ffleans* the post adjustaent rate for the staff without depen-
dants would be fixed at 85 percent of the full rate at classes 
8 and above# and no changes were recomoended for duty stations 
classified at class 7 and below. This interim measure recoBsnended 
by the Cosmission, could be effective fron 1 January 1976 and 
valid only unttl a general long-tenn solution was approved* * 
A draft resolution incorporating this interim solution was re-
commended by the Cosmtission, and the fifth Conmittee approved 
it on 2, December 1975, proposed by Austria, C^rmany (FRG}« Ghana, 
India, Japen, Mexico and Poland by 72 votes to 10, with 2 absten-
tions. The General Assembly adopted this resolution on 8 December 
1975 by 97 votes to 9, with 3 abstaentions, under its resolution 
3418 B (XXX) 1°^ **^  
At the thttd session held at the United Nations Headquarters, 
New York, from 8 to 26 March 1976, the Commission went through 
the report of an ad-hoc meeting of consultants held in November 
1975. The Conmission also approved the terms of reference for a 
permanent subsidiary body on post adjustment natters authorized 
by the General Assembly to be evtablished by resolution 3818A 
(XXX) • The Commission proposed that the body should be called as 
the Advisory Committee on Post-Adjustment Questions (ACPAQ). 
The Commission decided that the Committee would consist of six 
10a- Ibid. 
10b- O.N. Monthly Chronicle. Jan. 1976, Vol. XIII, P. 69. 
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nenbers on the basis of equitable geographical distribution in 
accordance with the General Assembly^ resolutions* including 
one nesiber of the Conmission designated as its ex-officio 
chaiman^ Other nenbers were to come from the following geog-
rai)hical regions* Africa, Asia, Latin Anerica, Eastern Europe, 
and Western Europe and other states. However, the Comission 
invited the former members of the previous Bxpert Conaiittee on 
Post Adjustment of 1975 to contiralm their membership in the new 
body. At the same time the Conmission was looking for a suitable 
candidate from the latin American regionHThe Committee was thus 
constituted as followst 
" Mr. Pascal Froehaux (Switzerland), Chair-
mani Mr. Youri Batovrin (U.s.S.R.)/ Mr. 
Geoffrey H. Moore (U.S.A.}| Mf. I.N. Gmaboe 
(Ghana); Mr. B. Ramamurti (India)i and one 
member from the Latin American region, to 
be appointed?12 
The professional staff Association of TAD sumitted a ques-
tion to the Conmission at its fourth session held at the head-
quarters of the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) from 
28 June to 16 July 1976 regarding the post adJustiRent index for 
Rome (Ztaly). The problfm voiced by the staff arose under the 
circumstances of heavy devaluation of the local currency in re-
lation to the U.S. dollar, accompanied by reppid inflation in 
Italy. Thus the normal operation of the post adjustment system 
could not be successful in protecting the staff against heavy 
losses. However, the Commission, after hasting examined the issue 
11- Raport of the ICSC, 1976, G.A. 3l8t session, supp. No. 3G 
(A/31/30J. P.5. 
12- Ibid. 
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nonth by aonth ov«r the past two y«ars« reached tiie conclusidn 
that in general there was no undue lag between the actual rise 
in the post adjustment index and the class of post adjustment. 
Following its review, the Connission nade it clear that no special 
action in respect of Rone was required. 
The Connission*s Advisory Connittee on Post Adjustment 
Questions (ACPAC) held its second session fron 13 to 19 July at 
the headquarters of the International Civil Aviation organization 
in Montreal, Canada. The Conmittee noted that the majority of 
the CossRission's members had agreed in 1976 that there was no 
need to define a precise optimum margin, and there was no need 
of any modification in the post Adjustment system to maintain a 
rigid margin. 
The Connission apprdached ACPAQ to review and submit a full 
report in 1977 on the implications of basing changes in classes 
(class refers to the bases for cost of living adjustments at 
different duty stations) of post Adjustment on index movement 
of 5 pet cent in relation to the preceding class, rather than, 
as currently, on movements of 5 points in relation to the base 100 
(currently New York, iiov. 1973). This proposed 5 percent rule 
%«ould facilitate control over the evolution of the margin between 
United Nations r«maneration and that of the comparator country. 
However, the International Civil Servant's Association opposed 
5 per cent method before both ACPAQ and Comnission on the ground that 
new fystem would introduce an extension of the waiting period in 
qualifying for a new class and that the differential tneatment 
impeded CO staff at different duty statii^ frg rfylff *^ /<i«»i*«ra«^ Q^eou8 
#^mfyg ^ i|[^»*e in nJj^ pggt .WIJIIMI I im irt areajR.paHov^ '^ '^  r, thts Con-
'•8S«-*.-^-:-lrL--tr. Live QamstJanr,, 
1 5 - I b i d . P . 9 8 9 . 
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to those in h l ^ post adjustnsnt aress. How«ver« t^e Consultative 
Cosadttea on Administrative Questions^ the subsidiary body of 
AOC, agreed with ACPAQ* 
The Connission reeonmended that the General Assembly should 
consider with effect from 1 July 1878 that the system of post 
Adjustments be revised to provides 
"that changes in classes of post*adJustment be based 
on index movements of S per cent rather than of five 
points; amend the staff Regulations of the United 
Nations* with effect from the same date, replacing 
the existing schedule with new tables showing 
the amount of post adjustment for one index point at 
each grade and step » and authorize the Commi-
ssion to take all necessary measures to implement the 
change. "16 
Members of Belgium, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, the 
Philippines, Spain, the USSR, and the United Kingdom supported 
the proposal of new formala of post adjustment. 
The General Assembly adopted a three part draft resolution 
on 21 December 1977 by a vote of 125 to 9, which became resolu* 
tion 32/200. Zt was presented by Ghana, the chairman of the 
ad*hoc working group and sponsored by 30 Monber states from all 
regional groups except Eastern Europe. This draft resolution was 
approved by the Fifth Committee on 9 Dec. 1977 by 81 votes to 8. 
The General Assmnbly approved the recommendation of the 
Comnission by section IZ of the three part resolution 32/200 
with effect from l July 1978. The system of post adjustment i.e. 
16- Zbid. 
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changes in class of post adjustment were to be based on index 
17 iBOvenents of 5 per cent rather than of five points. The eomni-' 
ssion also approved the introduction of a plan for rental sub* 
sMy for each dependent upto a total of four persons including 
the staff only at duty stations outside Europe and Nortii America. 
This was meant be a part of the post adjustment system on a 
18 trial basis for one year from 1 July 1978. 
There were various aspects of the effects of the instabi-
lity of currencies on the United Nations Common System of sala-
ries and allowances. Ihe instability of curaencies were the 
result of depreciation of the United states dollar (the unit of 
the account of the system) in relation to currencies of a 
nomber of other countries, particularly at the Geneva duty 
statiom where the largest concentration of staff of the Common 
system existed. All other duty stations were also affected in-
cluding those %ihere depreciation of local currency against the 
dollar existed. This led to a high level of post adjustment class 
in Geneva, consequently it reflected obstructions in ^ he 
. functioning of the post adjustment system. However, 
the Commission arranged to study the extent to which the post 
adjustment system could protect the remunerations of the pro-
19 fessional and higher categories; 
It was adopted by the General Assembly under paragraph 2 of 
section II of Resolution 33/119, as recommended by Fifth Committee 
17- YUM, 1977, P. 992. 
18- YUM, 1978* P. 993. 
19- Ibid, P. 990. 
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on 19 D«c«nber 1978« ncetlng 88« by th« recorded vote of 126 
20 to 0« with 10 abstentionst The Connlsslon also concluded in 
paragraph 1 of section ZIZ of the resolution that safequards 
should be nade against undue widening of the saargin between 
the levels of the resHineration of the professional and higher 
categories of the United Nations Cosaaon System and the compara-
tor national civil service (i.e. United states Federal Civil 
Service) resulting from the operation of the post adjustment 
system.^ The U.K. representative proposed that the United states 
National Civil Service regarded as comparator service. The reason 
it gave* was that this service remained the best paid national 
22 
civil service? 
The Commission had compared in 1978 the functions and levels 
of responsibility of jobs in the international civil service 
and the United states federal civil service as comparator upto 
the principal officer 4(D->1) levlel# working out a set of grade 
equivalencies for use in its salary comparisions. While the 
Commission in its 1979 report, recommended the extension of 
comparision upto the Director (D-2} level on the ' re-
quest of General Assembly in 1978, it also reserved the appro-
ximate equivalencies for the levels of Assistant Secretary 
General (ASG) and Under iecretary General (USG). It took two 
or three United states grades as the basis for comparison with 
each United Nations grade. For examplei-
20. Ibid. 
21. Report of the ICSC. G.A. 34 session P.5 Para.15. 
22- YUN 1978, P. 994. 
29* Report of the ICSC 1979, General Assembly, 34th session, P.5. 
-o-
lDtTn«tion>l Civil 8Tvic« Unifd s t a f « c iv i l «Tiric« 
D»2(Director) f08«17 weight of 07 
=\08-18/l-V • " 3 3 
ASO (Assistant Secretary ./OS-ie/fe-V * ** 67 
General) '\I-IV • " 3 3 
fl-IV " " 1 7 
USO (Under Secretary General) »{s-ZIZ " " 6 3 
LI-IX •• " 20 
Here G.8, stands for grades in the General Schedule and S for 
Grades in the Senior Executive Service. 
The COBnission had presented the latest figure of the margin 
between the salary levels of two services in the year ended se-
ptenber 1979 i.e. salaries in Hei> York had averaged 13.9 per 
cent above those in Washington^ O.C. (i.e. comparator)* after 
adjusting for cost of living differences between New York and 
Washington* D.C. This margin was 9.3 per cent in 1978, 
The Conmission reconnended an increasement in salary scales 
ranging from 12 to 19 per cent (15 per cent average) for the 
150 General ''ervice enployees of the Inter-^overnnental Maritiae 
Consultative Organisation (ZMCO) in London and for 405 G.S. wor* 
kers of the International Civil Aviation Oraganization (ZCAO) 
in Montreal. This was done by raising by 3 to 5 per cent (4 per 
cent average) by XNCO with effect from 1 January 1979 and by 
ZCAO council effective 1 April 1979, based on local salary 
24 
surv«ye7 Xt was adopted by the General Assoobly oa 17 Dec. 1979 
resolution 34/165 by 133 to 0 votes. Subsiquently it was approved 
24- YUU, 1979, P.1167. 
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by the Plfth Committee on 28 Hov. 1979 by 88 to 0 votes with 
25 3 abstentions. 
The revised salary and staf£ assessment scales were re-
commended by the Commission for the General Service Category 
and consolidation of 30 points of post adjustment into the 
base salary of staff in the professional and higher categories 
in ordet to correct certain obstruction and rectify the deficitep 
26 
estJtoated for 1980 at some 30 per cent* The U.K. supported the 
ICSC for reducing sli^tly the cost of living allowance for pro-
fessional staff. Other representatives who supported the ICSC 
proposal were those of the Federal Republic of Germany, Ghana, 
Japan, Pakistan and the U.K. They were in favour of shifting 
27 
part of the post adjustment component of pay into the base salary^ 
effective 1 January 1981. The General Assembly adopted it under 
section IV of Resolution 35/214A on 17 Bee. 1980 by 125 votes to 0, 
with 12 abstentions. This was approved by the Fifth Committee 
28 
on 9 X>ec. 1980 1^ 84 votes to 0, with 14 abstentions. The United 
^ates voted against section IV and abstained in the vote on 
the resolution. It could not favotfr the consolidation of 30 points 
29 Of post adjustment into base salary as it was defective. The 
representative felt that the proposed resolution applied cost 
of living adjustments to alWMt the entire net salary, and United 
Nations staff members were over compensated for inflation, as 
the cost of living adjustments clearly took into account extraneous 
25- Ibid. P. 1168. 
26- YUN 1980 P. 1167. 
27- Ibi^. 1168. 
28- U.M. Wonthlv Chronicle, Feb. 1981 P. 56. 
29- YUH, 1980, *. 1173. 
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•xp«ndlteres? 
Ihtt Coffinisslon continued to examine relationships made 
annually between United Nations staff in Mew York at levels 
P-1 through D-2 (Director) and United stares civil servants 
at corresponding levels in Washington. D.C« were ba^ e<3 on 
the net pay of dffiekals with a dependent spouse but no chi-
ldren, adjusted for the cost of living difference between 
the two cities. The Coomission found that the margin between 
the two services/ by %^ich U«N. salaries exceeded U.S. salaries 
ranged from 16 per cent in 1979/1980(IjOctober -30 Sept. 1080) 
to 17 per cent in 1980/1981(1 Oct, 1980-30 Sept. 1981)?^ 
Howmvet, the total compensation ratio adjusted for cost of 
living differences was 114.2 of U.M. salaries to 100 U.S. 
salaries* due to salaries increasement of U.S. civil servant 
on 1 October 1980. 
The Commission pointed out that the progress made towards 
improving the methodology for cost of living measurement surveys* 
was slow. Much more remained to be done with regard to this and 
other aspects of the post adjustment system. For this purpose 
additional funds was approved by the Fifth CcMimittee on 7 Dec. 
1981 to strengthen the cost of living section of the Connission 
secretariat for 1982-1983« so that it could impcove the methodology 
Of cost of living measurements. 
The XCSC recommended the procedures regarding a special 
30- Ibid. P. 1168. 
31- YUN# 1981, P.1337, Salaries, ICSC consideration. 
32- Ibid. P. 1323. 
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cost of living index for pensioners for adjusting cost of 
living differential factors applicable to retirees from the 
professional and higher categories and where the rates of 
taxation were «ero or lower than those implicit in the amount 
of base pensions provided under the United Nations staff pensions 
scheme* 
The Comnission requested the General Assembly that compa-
rison of total com, ensation should take note of the results 
of the total compensation comparison of non-expatsiate bene-
fits paid to the United Nations officials in New York ( grade 
P-1 to D-2} and to employees of the United States Federal civil 
service in Washington, D.C. (grades GS- 9 to GS-16 and 5ES-1 to 
SI8-6}.CSES-Senior Executive Service) It was based on the cost 
of living differential?^ 
The Commission calculated the margin between the remunera-
tion of the officials of the U,N. Civil services and t^at of 
U«S. federal civil services at their headquarters for the period 
of 1 Oct. 1961 to 30 Sept. 1982. Differences in cost of living 
between the two cities were also taken into account in the margin 
calculations and 26.1 per cent margin was noted for average ratio 
of net remuneration at matching grades, 6.7 per cent margin in 
case of cost of living ratio of Ifew York over Washington. D.C. 
and 18.2 per cent in case of average ratio adjusted for cost 
of living differential of Mew York over Washington D.C?* 
33- U.K. Monthly Chronicle, Jan. 1983, P. 88, Reports before the 
Fifth Committee. 
34- Re^ >ort of the ICSC, 1983. G.A. 38th session supp. 30(V38/30). 
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avcrage net renunecation of international civil services* adjusted 
for cost of living differential between New York and Washington, 
O.C. for the period of 1 October 1982 to 30 Sept. 1983, 16.5 
per cent above that of the matching grades In the United states 
federal civil services. 
The Connission pointed out that the decrease In margin 
since 1982 (i.e. from 18.2 per cent to 16,5 per cent) was 
due tos 
(a) 4 per cent Increase in the base salary of «nployees of 
the United states federal civil service, effective from 1 Oct. 
1982. 
(b) ^ e^duction in the rates of federal income taxes. 
(c) Changes in bonuses and performance awards received by those 
35 in SBS. 
At its eighth session of 30 May to 10 June held at Rome Italy, 
and the ninth session resumed in New York from 31 October to 
10 Mov«nber 1983, the ZCSC's Advisory Committee on Post Adjust-
ment Questions (ACPAAQ) undertook a detailed examination of case 
studies prepared by the ICSC secretariat at six headquarters 
location in the countries> Austria, Japan, the Syrian Arab 
Republic, Venezuela and with Hashlnglion, D.C. It was examined 
with relativity high postadjustments in comparison to that for 
international civil service at New York. While the ACPAC, noting 
the preliminary findings of the study that the indices constructed 
for pensioners were in general very close to the postadjustment 
indices applicable at the same location, expressed the view that 
35- YUM, 1983, P.1187, Salaries and allowances. 
sine* those findings were based on only six headquarter studies, 
the ACPAO was in a postion to draw any de^nitive conclusions 
concerning the trend at the current stage. Hence the ZCSC at 
its special session in NOV. 1983 took no decision on postadjust-
•ent classifications of the aain duty stations in the U.N. sys-
tem. Moveover, it requested the ACPAQ to make final recooaienda-
tions in 1984 on the exanination of case studies* after which 
36 
eoanission would take its decisions. 
The XCSC noted the consideration of the Fifth Connittee at 
the 38th session 1983 of <3eneral ^ sesibly* the conparisAn of 
the pensionaMe remuneration anounts which for the U.S. federal 
civil service employees increased fay between 93 and 108 per cent 
for the period from 1971 to 1983 against a corresponding increase 
of between 218 and 234 per cent in the same period for the 
United Rations officials. The Commission opined that this type 
of comparison was inappropriat. The reason it gave was that in 
the U.S. federal vivil service system* pensionable remuneration 
amounts were reviewed on an annual basis* %fhereas on the United 
Nations side these were reviewed every four to five years until 
1975 and have not been changed with the exception of consolida-
37 tion of a part of postadjustment since that date. 
The Commission pointed out that pensionable remuneration in the 
United Nations increased during 1971 to 1980 due to depreciation 
of the U.S. dollar. This devaluation of U.S. dollar resulted in 
sharp increases in post adjustment classifications applicable 
36- y ^ 1983* P. 1187. 
37. Report of the ICSC.1984. O.A. 39th session* P.7. 
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38 
eutsid* th« UnitAd states. 
Hommtrvmr, th« COMslssion nalntsined that any conparabla 
lavals should adt^b* llaltad to net raaunaratlon^ howaver it 
should also taka into account othar alanants o£ coapensation* 
39 including pansion banafits? 
Tha ZCSC agraad on tha nead to consolidate 20 points 
of post adjustaant into nat basa salary with affact fron 1 
January 1985 at its July 1984 sassion. Tha CoaMission racoai-
nandad to tha Oanaral Assambly tha resulting gross salary scales 
and anounts of post adjustment per index point* It also recoasM-
ndad the Modified rates of staff assessnent for the staff in the 
professional and higher categories Which took effect fron 1 Jan. 
1988*0 
The IC8C decided to correct the obstructions in the post 
adjustnent index for Itow York on the recoanendations of ACPAO 
relating to the cost of living surveys in aiajor duty stations 
through a 9.6 par cent increase. The Cnnwission also vieved 
that the adjusted indedl for Hew York should be used for deter-
•ining postadjustaent claseifieations of all duty stations effec-
tive froa 1 August 1984. Zt also gave its consent for cost of 
living relativities between Ifow York and the six other headquar-
ters duty stations and Washington* O.C. These recoaaendationa 
aade by the ACPAQ and decision taken by the ZCSC were welcoaed 
38- Zbid. P.8. 
39- Zhid. P. 9. 
40- YUM, 1984« P. 1160, Post adjustaant 
by AOC and w«r« •ndorsad by CCZ8UA. 
Th« ZCSC •x«Bin«d th« Margin between the net reeunera* 
tlon of U*M. services and that of conparator at its 2l8t and 
22nd session held io 1985 in London (11 to 29 Mtdti) and in 
Itaw York <8 to 26 July). The Coamission reeoanended to the 
General Assenbly in its eleventh annual report* the ragge of 
110 to 120« with average 115» for the Margin between the net 
repuneration of officials in the professional and higher eate* 
gorfes of the U« Matins in Mew York and of eoaiparator in Hashing-
ton, D»C» The Cenadssion also reported that the level of the 
42 
•argin currefitly stood at 121.3« This reconaendation was adop-
ted by the General Assenbly on 18 Dee. 1$|8S by resolution 40/244« 
without vote. 
the Coeaissi8B*s Advisory Coswittee on post Xdjustnent 
Questions (ACPAQ) nade suggestiojs to the CosMission atits tenth 
session held in Viena, Austria froai 7 to 17 May 198S on Matters 
like Maintenance of equivalent of purcdtasing powerc between 
New York and other duty stations* the operation of the post 
adJustMent systeM within a defined Margin range* probloMs rela-
ting to duty stations with low or negative postadjustments, se-
paration of the effects of inflation and currency fluctuations 
within the posted Jus tawnt systeM and the Methodoldgy for cost 
of living surveys. 
41- Ibid. 
42* XHS^ 198S# P.1245-1246, ^alaries and allowances. 
43- Ibid.P. 1246. 
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lh« ZCSC at its tiMnty third session held in th« office 
of tho UHitsd Nations at Nairobi ('^ arch 1986) rococoMondad a 
ranga of 110 to 120, with a dasirabla aid-point of 115, for tha 
Margin batwaan tha nat ranunaration of ofticials in tha Profassi-
nal and higher catagoxfas of tha United Nations in Hew York 
and that of officials in eonparabla positions in the United 
states federal ciTil service under the General Assenbly Resolu-
tion 40/244 of 18 Dee. 1985. !Rie CORnission also recomended a 
aaethodology for the deteraination of pensionable remuneration 
of United Nations officials in grades P-1 through D-3, the 
procedure for the determination of p«asionable r«Maneration 
asraunts at the Assistant secretary-General and Under Secretary 
General level; the scalei of staff assessaent for inplaaenta-
tion with effect froai 1 April 1987 the scales of pensionable 
reoiuneration amounts for the Professional and hiQ^er categori'es 
for both benefit and contribution purposes for inplasientation 
with effect fron 1 April 1987 and the interim adjustment pro-
cedure for adjusting pensionable rwnuneration amounts between 
cooqprehensive reviews. 
Xn 1986 the ZCSC applied a remuneration correction factor 
(RCV) at the six headquarters locations other than New York to 
separating the effects of inflation and currency fluctuatiMis 
44- Report of the ZCSC, 1986»a.A., 41st session, supp. No. 30 
(V41/30), P. ix, sunmiary of Recommendations. 
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in the postadjustaent system on an interia basis with effect 
frosi 1 septenber 1986. This was also to be applied in European 
countries w i ^ fully convertible correncies and in «Japan to 
offset the effects of upward and downward novenents of exchange 
rate fluctuations on take-hone pay. The Coonission requested 
ACPAQ tine and again to c^tinue its study of the issue with 
a view to the developsNint of a *ong-tem solution; The Cesnission 
after review the ACPAQ recos»endations« approved it at its 
twenty fourth session held at Mew York (July 1986). The ACPAQ 
reoaenendations was related to the nwthodology for the conduct 
of cost of living surveys lo^ed for to achieve a balance between 
the need for statistical accuracy and for sinplicity in datst 
collection and analysis procedures* and to provide sinplified 
owthods which would be effective in cases of high inflation and 
/or substantial devaluation of the local currency. 
The Cosnissim in 1987 took some decisions for ariieing 
at Margin of renuneratiM»« which would be acceptable to the 
officials of the United 'lations Conwon Systen in coaqparison 
to the United states federal civil service. The Conmission for 
above objectives used average Senior Ixecutive Service salaries 
45- Ibid. P35 
46- Ibid. P.34. 
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in r«iauncration coaparlsonfl; th« equivalency of Agaiatant 
Sacrefeary Oanaral/Undar Sacratary Qanaral levala waa kept 
under study. Ihe Conlaaloc did not applied remuneration 
coBparisons to translator positions. Ihe Comsilssion concluded 
the review relating to the effect of career lengths on average 
salaries and noted the lack of datai on which to base an appro-
priate evaluation. The Coraaission applied the square root weighting 
technique in the calculation of the ^ nited Nations CCSUROD systen 
grade averages. The Coondssion opined that the approval of the 
recoenended changes would result in the aargin dropping below 
lis in fiscal year 1988* Shis would result in an expense of $ 2.85 
million for 1988^^ 
The ZCSC at its twenty sixth session held at United nations 
Headquarters in New York (July 1987) approved considera£iQn^ i:he 
report of its Advisory Committee on Post Adjustment Questions 
(ACPAQ). The commission approved the Ceaodttee's recommendations 
on methodological changes^ whidi were dealing wit^ education costf* 
domestic service and housing costs* measurement of out of area 
non-consumption expenditures and automobile purchases to be used 
to carryout future cost of living surveys. 
47- Report of the ICSC. 1987, G.A. 42nd session, supp. No. 30(A/42/ 
30). P. nv. 
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1h« Cteiiisaion «ft«r rafvlcvlng th« rental subsidy 
sehsn* for headquarters and non-headquarters locations pointed 
out that all extrene rents would be replaced by those rents in 
the internal defined as the average rent plus or minus tvo 
standard deviation for the detemination of rental subsidy these-
holds at field duty stations. The Cossiission also recmmnended 
the exclusion of rents of staff nesibers who had been at the duty 
station for less than five years for the calculation of average 
rent in determining rental subsidy thresholds at duty stations 
in Canada* the United states* as well as at all headquarters and 
soow of the other duty stations in Europe. The Cosstission also 
approved the application of a maximum margin of 20 per cent to 
rent-te-incosw ratios on a graducted seale in order to arrive 
at rental subsidy thresholds in all locations. The XC8C decided 
that at the duty stations in Canada* the USA* as well as at all 
headqua^ers and some of the other duty stations in Europe* the 
reimburseoMnt rates would be frozen during the period of a freeze 
on the postadjustment in New York. All the above decisions would 
become effective as at 1 August 19671^ 
The other long term issue assigned to the Conmission under 
article 19 of its statute was job-classification. Ihe Comiission 
began working en this issue in 1976 and covered many sub-areas 
^B* HAA' '^* 47-49. 
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to make th« job-classification systen more effective and 
eomrenient f«r.:^ j^ e staff of the United Nations Coomon 
SystfP. This issue is taken up the next chapter. 
C H A P T E R - V 
WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION -
JOB CLASSIFICATION, 
-97-
Ib* international Civil Sttrvice Cooniasion took up the 
reaponaibility under articles 13 and 14 of its statute, to st^ rt. 
its work in 1976 on sane other long tens issues wuch as Job-
Classification, recruitaient and career development. '^Is was 
done with a view to subvittin? a report to the General Assenbly 
in 19771 
She need *^T Job-Classification systen was felt in 1976 
by the Secretary General and th^ Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) 
with a view to refoxtaing the personnel policy of the U.M, Sec-
retariat, the ••in purposes of establishing the Job-classifi-
cation systen were to cover all professional category posts in 
the Secretariat, with the aim of providing equitable grading to 
ensure cmisistent relationship between the duties of a post and 
the grade to which it was alloc-ated. the other purpose was to 
restr^ ctiixi* the General service category by replacing tiie existing 
five grsdHs with a seven-grade structures. This proposal, drawn 
up for tdte United Kations Headquarters, referredto the ZCSC. 
However, at the United Nations Office at Geneva, General service 
staff led a strike for the salaries. This strike cooqp-elled the 
Secretary General to make proposals for permitting the iMeediate 
inpleswntation of a job-classification study of the General 
1- Report of the ICSC, 1976, O.JU 31st session, supp. «o. 30(A/31/ 
30) P. 6^  
»vo» 
servlc« category at Oanoiva, which later on would cover all 
2 
other duty stations? 
During ^ e period of discussion concerning the iaple-
mentation of personnel policy refoms in the Fifth (Adninistrlitive* 
and Budgetary} Conadttee of the General Assembly* representatives 
o£ Trance* the Federal Republic of Oennany« the USA* Belgium 
and Canada* among others* were in favour of proceeding imme-
diately with the Job-^lassification programme to make a sound 
job-classification structure which was required for good staff/ 
management relations. The representative of Japan opined that 
the Job-classification progr^ unae after completing its task might 
avert the strike of staff at Geneva, io reb-Narch 1976? 
The International Civil Service Commission at its fifth 
session held at the United Nations Headquarters from 22 Feb. to 
11 March 1977* considered a plan for the assumption of its fuctions 
concerning ^ob-c£assification. The Commission's main objectives 
in taking this responsibility were to/fully unified international 
civil service and to r«Buner»te the staff on the basis of equal 
pay for equal work t«hich would ultimately be helpful in eonmission's 
work in relation to recruitment standards and to career development! 
The Commission pointed out that its first task under article 13 
2* YUM* 1976* P. 870* Implementation of personnel p*l*ry reforms. 
3- Ibi^. P. 871, 
4- Bepatt of ICSC* 1977 O.A. 32nd Session* supp. Mo. 30(\/32/30)* 
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was to establish standards In fislds of work cooinon to several 
of the organisations and to Monitor the application of t^ose 
standards uiKSer article 17, However, the responsibility rested 
with eaoto organisation to apply the standards in classifflng 
its own posts. The Consiissi^ a considered its second function to 
be ta...a4vieo ojcgsnisations on the development of consistent Job 
classificatioijk plans in other fields of work. 
The Conraission approved the division of tasks between 
itself and the CChQ,, Th« CCAQ was given the responsibility to 
coordinate the infomation concerning the organisation's needs, 
views and proposals to the Connission, %i^ ich would act as guide-
lines for conoROn classification standards. The other responsibi-
lity was to develop a cosuBon classification of occupational groups 
in both categories i.e. professional and General Service Category, 
(which was needed for statistical as well as Job classification 
purposes). The Coasaission also gave an assurance to staff repre-
aiven 
sentatives that ^ey would be/every opportunity to present their 
views before any Consion standards were established by the Cosi-
nissionl 
The ZCSC at its eighth session held in 1976 analysed the 
uses to i«hldi a cotanon classification of occupational groups 
*- Xbi^.PP.^ 69-70. 
•lOO* 
was to hm put. Ihc Comnlssion pointed out that this clacsifi-
eation would provid* a asanlngful •xchanga of infomatlon and 
compll;ation of per8onn«l statistics to the organizations of 
conuDon systen. This was also necessary for the CoRuaission and 
other International bodies in carrying out their functions. 
The classification was necessary for the establishnent of career 
d«veloi)ment and helped in the function of recxuitnent by iden-
tifying those occupations for which recruitment could be conduc-
ted jointly and by facilitating the prepatation where possible* 
standardized notices of vacancy? The classifioottion would «lso 
be helpf*4l in carrying out General service salary surveys • 
However^ the most deservable area which required this exercise 
was that of Job->olassification, by means of whi^ a classifi-
cation would identify the fields of work common to sel^ eral of 
the organizations and job-classification standards be established, 
The CoBonission approved preliminarily a global scheme for 
the common classification of occupational groups to be brought 
within the conaon system. The global scheme was a listing of 
the occupations* grouped by categories of work on the basis of 
6- Report of the ZCSC« 1978, General Assembly 33rd session* 
supp. So, 30{A/33/30), P.100. 
siailarlty of fuoctions. thla schenw prCvlded four ImrmlB of 
categoriration $ 
(•) The "Occupational Oroup" (a.g. "Profeaslftnal, Manag«B*ral« 
Tedinical and Related works"); 
(b) The "fawAW (e.g. Architects, Engineers (and Related Tech-
nicl«ina*); 
(c) The "yield of work* (e.g. Civil tnglneers«)> 
(d) The "Occupation* or "Bpecialltv* (e. g. "Sanitary Engineers"). 
The CoMBission recommended a point factor of job^lassi* 
flcation for the conparative study which measured the relative 
val«e of Jobs In wide variety of occupational groups by awar -
ding points according to factors of work which were supported 
to make up the jobs. The factors were profesclonal Knowle^ lge re-
quired* diffieulty of wozk, work relationships required both 
inside and outside the organization, 6upervl.«ory res£x?nsibility 
and the impact of vorkZ 
At Its tenth session held at the U.N. Headquarters in 
Hew York from 13 to 31 August 1979, the ComnisElcn approved a 
plan for the preparation of a comnon system Job^cl&sflfication 
standards, which was to be used In deternining the grade of 
each job within the various occupational groups. The plan 
helped in developing a three-tiered systtfB. 
Tier I would be a "MASTER STANZ>ARD" applicable to all 
profeesional jobs in the orgenlsatlons belonoinQ to the cowmor 
"7* 2Mi* ^^* 100-101. 
•• YOM, 1978, P. 991, Report of the IC8C. 
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ayitan* Zt wca also to b» grada jobs according to an analysis 
o£ skills» rssponslblllty* axparlenca and othar raquiranants, 
with dlffaring nuMbars of points asslgnad to aach factor, this 
tlar was to ba appllad to jobs In all flalds of work and so 
naswd as'horlsontal" standard. 
Tlar ZZ was to consist of *(»ADE-LEV|L 8TA>NDAADS FOR 
SPSCZFXC FIELDS OF WOMC", such as aooniBlst or adltor* providing 
spaclflc axanplas of tha typas of dutlas typically carried out 
at a glvan grada laval. This standard was callad "Vertical" 
standards as Sfaparata standards would ba astabllshad for flald 
of work and as sueh thay would ba aK>ra spaclflc than the aastar 
standard In their applleablllty to Individual eases. 
Tier ZZZ consisted of "benchnark Job8"« which waa to be 
established by eadi organisation separately* Identifying actual 
Jobs in terns of the standards set out in the first and second 
tiers. The bench oaidc standards was the BK>st specific-the aiost 
dl^ e^ctly applicable of tbe^ three tierif-> However it was 
applicable to smaller number of jobs. -
10- ygi^ 1979, PP 1167-1168, 
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rtim ICSC at its eleventh session held at New York (19 Feb. 
14 Mar^ 1980) approved the prograaane carried out hf a test-
ing team on the developaent and testing of Tier I- the Master 
standard of Job classification. Ihis testing teaa was a tech-
nical body with the responsibility of determining whether or 
not the points factor evaluati(Mi systesi was suitable for ad<^ >-
tion as the Master standard of Job-classification standards. 
The te»B was a conposition of six meabers %rhich included ^ ob-
classification specialists froa agencies of the coanons systea, 
representatives of fZSSA and aeabers of the Coaaission's secre-
tariat. The teaa perfozaed its duty in carryingout a detailed 
testing prograaae of seven weeks' duration in three duty stations-
Geneva, Mew York and Bangkok and 179 Jobs exaained. In the end 
of coapleting the woxk, the aeabers of the teaa concluded that 
the points factor evaluatimi systea %#ould be adopted by the 
eoaaission. They gave following reasons for this. 
(a) aS)e points-factor aethod of Job evaluation is analytical, 
quantitative, and objective. 
(b) Zt had worked wellpn scientific, techinical, adainistrative, 
relations and language Jobs, on supervisory and non-supervisory 
Jobs, on operational and suppott Jobs, &tr]^^^mfa^^imsb mtit'miielA 
jobs. 
11- Report of the ICSC, 1980, General Assembly 95th session, 
supp. No. 30(A/35/30), PP. 57-58. 
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(c) Th« systen had b*en applittd by classifiers having diverse 
experience and background. 
nie CoMBissien decided to approve the point factor 
evaluation system as revised during the recent test programe 
and instruclMd the secretariat to prepare, after consultation 
with organizations and staff, and to submit to the Cosaiission 
at its twelfth session a plan for progessive implenwntaticm 
from 1 January 1981 of the Master standard. 
At the twelfth session of the ZCSC« the secrelMriat put 
before the Coanission a document having a plan for the progre-
ssive implementation of the Master standard from iJan. 1981, 
Ihe representatives of CCAO In giving their consent M the plan 
pointed out that there was a large measure of agreement among 
the organizations concerning the way in which the Master stan-
dard would be implemented. However, each organization prepared 
to implement the standard in accordance witii its own require-
ments and at a pace consistent with its resources. 
The representative of riCSA opined that the staff «9reed 
with the principle that job-classification plans be implemented 
in the process. However, they pointed out that the timing planned 
for implementing the standard was too short. They also demanded 
that the staff would be involved in the Coinaisslon*s monitoring 
of the inqplementation of the Master Standard. 
Mov«over, th« representatives o£ the Organizations and 
of the 8ta££ welconed the introduction of the Master Standard, 
and taking account of their constitutional arrsngenents, resources 
and st^ff consultation procedures. Organizations began iaple -
12 
•enting the Master Standard fron 1 January 1981. 
The representative of Japan coosMnting on the report of 
the ZCSC pointed out that the Master Standard of job-classifi-
cation would contributed to realization^  of the objective of equal 
pay for equal value. The federal Republic of Oeroany opined that 
job-classificati(»i should not be too rigid in lower professinal 
grades. Austria pointed out that tiie systttii was complex and fwc 
renoved frosi reality. Hheeias Afghanistan and the USSR did not 
13 
accepted the plan on job-classificati<»a of the CcHnaissiont 
The Conaaission announced at its twelfth session its intention 
to consider and prooulgate at its session tiie Tier IZ standards 
for Translators and personnel Manageaent specialists. The Cosi-
nission also prepared a prograaaie of work for 1981 which inclu-
ded tk|e development and prosulgation of Tier Zl standards for the 
Economists and Electronic Data Processing Specialists fields of 
worki* 
The Commission at its thtiteenth session held at New York 
(23 Feb-13 March 1981) accepted the request of the United Nations 
for a delay in promulgation the Txer ZZ standards.for personnel 
13-
13-
 Ibid.PP. 59-62. 
fuiri980, P-1169. 
of the IC3C. 1980. General Assemblv 35th session. PP.66-6 
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raanagement specialists and requested Its secretariat to hold 
further consultations with the orgraplzations to review job-
descriptions* organization charts and other relevant infor-
mation to be provided b^ the United Nations. Ihe Coaaission also 
consulted (XAQ to provide for the fourteenth session its final 
written proposals for changes in these standards before their 
adoption and promulgation by the Commission. 
At its fourteen th session held at New Yoifc fc«ta 6 to 31 
July 1981« the Cosmiission considered a report on the fur^er 
consultation that had taken place following the thirteenth session 
The report indicated that the United Nations had produced to the 
ICSC secretariat job-descriptions for the %fork of personnel 
management specialists in the areas of recruitment (profeiisional) 
recruitment (esqpert) and personnel la<tainistration. This was confir-
med by the chal^ rman of CCAQ., The president of FICSA appreciated 
the Coomiission's decission for delaying tiie promulgation, how-
ever, he regretted that the consultations had not included Fics/^ 's 
full participation. The Commission decided to establish and pro-
mulgate the Tier IX grade level standards for personnel manage-
ment specialists within the organizations of the Common System 
-107-
as set forth in annex IV to the ICSC's report of the fourteenth 
session. These standards were to hare iimediate effect and to 
be used in oonjuction with each organisation's use of the Master 
standard. 
At the thirteenth session the representative of the United 
Nations approedied the ConMlssion to delay the Sfnproval of Tier 
II standards for translators and revisors for further consulta-
tions. The representative pointed out that steps had been takc^ 
to modify the work of translators and revisors and the General 
Assembly, by its resolution 35/225 of 17 Dec. 1980, had approved 
the proposals of the secretary General for reclassifying some 
576 translators' and revisors' posts in the United nations 
secretariat, tihic^  was to be implemented over the three year 
period from 1981 to 1983, on the basis of the restructuring of 
the translations functions 
The Commission at its fourteenth session also approved 
a method which was less costly for making consultations with 
organizations and staff, required for the develppment of Tier 
II standards. 
The Commission was satisfied at its thirteenth session 
with the plans formulated by the majority of the organizations 
for implementation of the Master standscdv^ ss at 1 January 1981 
15- Report of the ICSC. 1981, Pf. 56-57. 
16- 2M1*P* 57. 
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and consld«r«»d the further progress at its fourteenth session 
•ade by those organisations ««hlch had not subnitted definitive 
plans for the isipleaentation of MIe Master standard. However 
GATT infozaed that it had not yet developed a plan for the 
inpleaentation of the Master standard. The/it gave was that the 
executive head of that organisation and the head of personnel 
was recently appointed and had not yet had an opportunity to 
17 
study the matter. 
The CoosBission was requested by the chairvan of CCAQ that 
a cuBber of organizations had Halted staff resources available 
which caused difficulties in the iapleaentation of the Master 
standard and less number of personnel trained for performing 
jol>-classification duties. 
The representatives of ZLO and lASA clarified to the 
Commission that their organisations had ioqplemented the Master 
Standard. The Commission also noted the status of implementation 
of the Master Standard in UHXSCO, UPU,« QJ^ TT« UmCIF, UIHCR, the 
United Hations University* the International Court of iJVistice 
17- IfUH, P. 1327 Job-classification. 
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and ITC. Ihtt CoMslsslon alao approved a fomat at Its four-
teenth session on which organlsatloEis iirould report statistics 
to the Coonission at its fifteenth session en theiv application 
of the ICSC Hester Standard during 1981. It also reconasended to 
its secretariat to issue a aanual on Job-classification and to 
conduct additional training workshops at headquarters duty 
18 
stations on the subject of ZCSC Job-classification standards. 
Statistics provided by organiaations at the fifteenth sessioni 
held at Geneva frosi 1 to 19 Harch 1982 of the Connis-sion indicated 
that 80 per cent of professional posts in the United Haticms 
systen had been covered and the Master Standard of Job-classi-
cation had been applied to about 15 per cent of the total posts. 
The Ccasiission felt that the progress was satisfactory taking 
into account difficulties encountered by sone organisations. 
The Coanission also instructed the secretariat to carryout a 
conpr^ensive study on the isiplenentation of the Master Standard 
after the first three years (1981-83).' 
In 1982 the CtMraisslon covered two nore fields of woxk-
te^nical co-operation adninistretion and electronic data pro-
cessing under the Tier IZ of Job-classification and approved 
their prosnilgation. The ICSC also considered the work of the 
<ub-Ca—ittee on Job-Classificatio^- « sub-cowsiittee of the CCAQ. 
18- Report of the ICSC. 1981, General Assembly, 36 session PP. 54-5! 
19- yCTI.1982. PP. 1460-61, Job-classification. 
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The Sob-CMMltte« at its Geneva session (from 24 to 28 May 1982) 
proposed for a study of classifieation of General Service Posts 
in non-Headquarters duty stations* At its eig^ .th session held at 
Viena« Austria froa 8 to 12 Hov. 1982 the Sub->Cosnittee reviewed 
a draft Tier ZZ standard for Civil Engineers and decided to sepa-
rate the standards, %dhich was to be developed for the fields of 
20 
accounting and finance dfficel^ ^ auditors and budget analysts. 
The Secretary General reported to the General Assenbly in 
Septenber 1982 that at 30 June* 1054 Professional posts had been 
ciassifiedt of which 896 (85%) had been confirmed at their pre-
vious levels* 79 (7.5 per cent) upgraded and 79 do%fngraded* The 
Secretary General infoxned that the classification of new and 
vacant posts according to the Master Standard (Tier Z) and occu-
pational standards (Tier ZZ) continued at the rate of aproxiaa-
tely 65 posts each nonth. 
The ZCSC approved standards for classification of General 
Service posts at Headquarters in seven levels, which was to be 
applied begining in 1983; Job-descriptions and post evaluations 
for a classification serene for the General Service at United 
20- Zbid> P. 1461. 
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21 
Hations offices at Geneva were nearly conpleted. 
The COMRiesion considered draft Tier IZ Job-classification 
standards at its seTenteenth session held at the International 
Atosd.c Energy Agency (IAEA) at Vienna 7-24 March 1983 for civil 
engineering* which was dev.elop«d in accordance with the consul-
tative process. During consultation for drafting Tier II for Civil 
Engineering, the views of the organisations and staff represen-
tatives had been fully taken into account - vfhich was confined 
by the chairaan of CCAO and the Presi<tent of PICSA. After consi-
deration draft* the Coaodssion decided to establish and proaulfste 
for use within the organisations of the CossBon Syst«n* with iBne-
diate effect* the Tier IZ standards for civil engineers in con-
juction with Master Standard (Tier Z)?^ 
The Comission at its eighteenth session held at New York 
(18 July-5Aa«ust 1983) had taken the decision to establish and 
proBMlgate the Tier II standard for purchasing and con tracting 
specialists for ianediate applicati^i by organisation of the 
CooBon Systesi. The Coanission had also taken into account the 
current status of the draft Tier IZ standards for auditors* 
accountants and financial analysts ai^ requested its secretariat 
to subodt draft standards for these fields of %rOEk to it at its 
nineteenth session. The Co—ission also considered Joint Job-
21- Ibid. 
22- Report of the ZCSC. 1983* General Assenbly 38th session* P. 31. 
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classification atandards developed fay th* co-ordination Comi-
23 ttaa for workers in the tradss and crafts in New York. 
The Secretariat of the ZCSC prepared a plan and put before 
the ConBission at its nineteenth session held in Parisffrwi 5 to 23 
Mardi 1984, The plan was considered fay the Coswission as it described 
fur^er work undertaken fay a CCAQ/ZCSC testing team on the appli-
cation of the Master Standard to classify project posts. The Cosh-
•ission pointed out that inspite of progress bad been nadeythe 
work had taken longer duration than expected and requested its 
secreMriat to prepare the suppleawnt to the Master Standard and 
24 be presented to its twenty first session. 
A draft Tier ZZ standards was considered fay the CoMsission 
for accountants, financial analysts and finance officers at its 
twejktieth session held at Hew York fron 5 to 27 July 1984. The 
<^nBission also had taken into account the problens which becane 
hindrance with the concept of categorization on the basis of quan* 
titative indicators, and the Cosnission cane to know that this 
concept had also caused delays in the developnent of Tier IZ 
standards for translators, for personnel managenent specialists 
and for auditors. At the sane tine, the ZCSC cane at a point and 
took the position that categorization, if properly applied, would 
facilitate the interpretation of the Master Standard fay clarifying 
23- Zbid. PP. 31-32. 
24- Report of the ZCSC, 1964, General Assenbly 39th session P.50. 
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dlfferences in acope and conplexlty that night not be directly 
evident from Job-description alone* 
The COHBissiOQ at its twentieth session decided to pro-
BMlgate the Tier ZZ standard for financial management specialists 
at its twenty-first session after a further examination of the 
proposed categorisation* The COMsission also took a decision for 
request to the organisations for developing a quantitative in-
dicators jointly which they considered truly neanlngful and be 
helpful in distinguishing between the relative scope of the 
organisations* financial progranroes and the corresponding scope 
and coBiplexity their respective jobs in the field of financial 
laanagesienlK* The Coanission also requested the org ianizations to 
submit these quantitative indicators at its twenty first session 
alongwil^ on analysis of how the application of those indicators 
would lead to greater consistency with the Master Standards than 
the use of the indicators developed by the secretariate in the 
26 
consultation process* 
The Seoretzry General reported in Dacember 1985 on classifi-
cations of posts in the General Service began in 1982. He pointed 
out that the classification Review Group-a joint staff /management 
body sutanitted reconnendations on the classification levels of 
3065 posts, of which 300 were accepted by the Assistant 
25- Ibid, 
26, Ibid. 
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8«cr«tary Q«n«r«l for personnel servicea. The Secretary General 
also gave facts in the report abwjt the provisions made for all 
classifications within the General Service Category in his ini-
tial budget proposals for 1986-1987. He specifically gave some 
assusiption about the budget needed for classification of jobs 
quantitatively as the proposed reclassification of 11 posts frosi 
General Service to the P-l/P-2 level would require an additional 
$118000?'' 
The ZCSC at its twenty first session held at the head-
quarters of the International F.aritine Organisation (ZMO) in 
London fron 11 to 29 March 1985 critically exanined a report on 
the Inplasientation of the Mavldir Standard during the period 198S-
1983. The report consisted of over all analysis as well as the 
results and status for each organisation. In the absence of sta-
tistics reflecting the distribution of different types of work 
in t e Conston Systen the ICSC pointed out that the ConnOT Classi-
fication of Oecupational Groups, setup to enable the develop-
ment of such statistics* had not been fully implemented, however 
it concluded that the Master Standard was being generally appli 
28 
throughout the system. In the view of reports from the organisai 
27- YUM, 1985, P.1241. Job-classification. 
28- Report of the ICSC. 1985, O.A. 40th session, P. 49. 
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•nd In the light of th« •••lysis pr«s«nt«d by Its sscretarlat* ths 
Connlsslont not«d that th« rat« of Inplsmentatlon acitlavad by 
organisations overall (32.4 p«r cent) exceeded the rate that would 
have been achieved If all organisations had chosen the Job-by-
Job approvch* which would have led to an estisated inplanentatlon 
rate 27 per oenti Requested organisation with Inplanentaion rates 
lower than their aecuoiulated rate of turnover for (1981-1983 to 
29 
put before the Cosanlssion at its twenty third session held in 1986. 
Xn 1985 the Coanission considered the final report of the 
testing teaai on the application of the Master Standard to project 
posts. Ihe Coanission decided to prooulgate a suppllnent to the 
Master Standard proposed by the testing teaai# which was to be 
used %fhen grading the content of project Jobs. Ihe Cossaisslon also 
reconnended the use of a Job-description fomat intended to provide 
guidance in gathering Infomatlon required to grade project posts 
30 
Correctly. 
fhe Cosnisslmt at its twenty first session pointed out 
that the organisations had not sulmltted any prO]K>sals at the P-l 
grade level for Inclusion in the standard, the Coanission also 
came to know that the ^ier ZZ standards for auditors, translators* 
eeonooiicts and vivll engineers had not included a grade level des-
cription for the P-l level. Therefore P-l was stressed by the 
29- Zbld. P. 50. 
30- Ibid, pp. 50-51. 
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CoBMBission as an tfiitry l evs l for a l l occupations. Tha ICSC 
dacldad to proniulgata tha Tlar ZX standards for public i n -
fomation spec ia l i s t s and for tha f ia ld of work of financial 
32 
managammt spacialists. 
Tha Connission considarad a document at its twenty third 
session (March 1986) prepared by its secretariat and yotes prepa-
red by the United Nations and by the United Nations staff Union 
on the inplenentation of Job classification of theOeneral Service 
and related categories in New York. UNZCBF informed the Conai-
ssion that it had inplantented the results of the Job-classification 
of the General Service and related categories in Nov. 1985. the 
Governing council of UNDP had decided at its session held in Feb-
ruary 1986* to inplenent the results of the exercise with effect 
froa 1 January 1986. At its twenty third session* the Cosnission 
expee^d for the Secretary General that he would subsequently 
implanent the reclassifications recomended for the security service 
and trades and crafts categories and for those General Service 
posts that had been classified identically by the United Nations 
Classification section* ORG and the Joint Advisory Coanittee (JAC) 
and approved by Secretary General. 
31. Ibid. P* 52. 
32. YUN, 1985» P. 1242* Job classification. 
33. Report of the 108^1986. G.A. 41st session. PP. 45-46. 
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lh« COBBmlcslon at its twenty third session whils consi-
dering a progress report on the developnent of classification 
standards for General Services pointed out that the progress was 
»low in Bagdad and in Santiago the Joint Inter-Agency Consiittee 
was adhering to the relevant guidelines and criteria established 
by the Comission, The ZCSC also repeated its request to the 
United Nations to arrange for the tinely submisston of draft sta-
ndards for Santiago and Baghdad, together with interin reports 
34 
on their developaient. 
She CooMission after consideration at its twenty third 
session benchmark Job descriptions proposed for General Service 
in small and medium sised field duty stations* decided to promul-
gate it with immediate effect. The Commission also pointed out that 
the organisations were working on the development of a support 
(master) standard to that would be used to complement the benchv 
3S 
marks in those cases where they did not provide adequate coverage. 
The Commission considered ^ e final report at its twenty 
fourth session held in July 1986 on the development of Job-classi-
fication standards for the General Service and related categories 
at Vienna* which also included 22 benduaark Job descriptions and 
decided to promulgate It. The Cosodssion also requested the Vienna 
based organizations to develop some additional benchmark Job-
34- Ibid. P. 47, 
35- Ibid. P. 48. 
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dMoriptlons for posts at th« G-8 levsl. 
Vtxm ZCSC at its twantyfifth session (March 1987) hald at 
New York had gona through reports on the isiplementation of the 
Master Standard by organisations prepared by its secretariat on 
the basis of detailed statistics provided by FAO« UKDP, UMZCEF, 
WHO and UIHCR. The Consnission after finishing the review, had 
noted the rate of inplenentation of the Master Standard and con-
finnation of levels in UNDP URZCEF and UNHCR and that no further 
detailed statistics were required froiB those organisations, the 
Ceoaission also noted the high confirmation rate of classified 
levels of posts in FAO and rate of implementation of the Master 
Standard of 30 per cent and the h i ^ overall confirmation rate 
37 
in MHO Of Professional level posts, including project posts. 
Ihe ZCSC at its twenty sixth session (JUly 1987) at New 
York, critically examined the definition of General Service work 
laid down by its secretariat with the help of the CCAQ sub-Com-
mittee on Job-Classification (SCJC). ihe definition was as followst 
"General Service work is procedural, operational 
or technical in nature and supports the execution 
of the programmes of the organisation. Zt ranges 
from simple, routine or repetitive duties based on 
following detailed instructions to varied and com-
plex assignments requiring identification and con-
sideration of alternative courses of action based 
on extensilte and in-depth practical knowledge of a 
specific subject area. l!he assignments are generally 
performed on a counting baste. The knowledge of the 
subject field and higher level skills are generally 
developed throu^ long experience and familiarity 
with applicable procedures, regulations and prece-
dents or projects of the organisation in a narrow 
technical field or in an administrative support 
activity." 38 
36- Zbid. PP. 49-50. 
37- Report of the ZCSC. 1987, G.A. 42nd session, P. 74. 
38- Ibid. PP. 74-7S. 
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Thtt Comnission after soia* eiarifioations given by its aec* 
retariat# pronuigated the definition of General service work 
and adopted the two->step procedure for the determination of 
this level of work. 
The Comission at its twenty fifth session (March-1987) 
after finishing the review of a draft J*b-classification standard 
for staff in the General Service Category at Baghdad* delegated 
the authority to its chaimamn to prteulgate it and to approve 
the development of benchmark Job dvscriptions to supplement the 
standard. The Commission also considered at its twenty fifth session 
a report on progress in the development of classification standards 
for General Service at Santiago and had ehmwn the lack of progress 
at this duty station, The XCSC also considered a note prepared 
fay its secretariat providing the latest information received from 
the United Nations on the impl«aentation of Job-classification 
of the General Service and related categories in Mew York and 
after consideration, the Commission reaffirmed the need for bench-
mark Job-description and repeated its request to the three organisa-
tions based in liew York to develop common benchmark Job-descrip-
tions. The Commission also considered and decided to implement 
the Job-classification standards* including a proposal for three 
additional benchmark Job-desctiptions at the 0-8 level for the 
General service and related categories at Vienna at its twenty fifth 
session (March 1987) held at Mew York. The Commission also under 
took the task of reviewing progress reports provided by several 
organisations on the implementation of the Job-classification 
standards of the General Service at AddU Ababa, After reviewing 
•lao-
th« r«ports« th* Comission requested those organisations that had 
not yet done so, to isiplenent the cosNRon grading standards prosRil-
gated in 1985P 
In this way# the Coanission stajfted its worX relating to 
the Job-classification systesi in 1976. Thmgh the area was wide and 
difficult, the CoMBission, with the help of CCAQ testing team on 
job-classification, rzcSA and Classification Review Group, addressed 
itself solving a nuMber of fundasiental adninistrative financial and 
other problwns with energy, speed and scientific nethcd. It held twenty-
four sessions in bvHwenyears (1976-1987) • The areas^ the Coaaission's 
work covered included the following sub-areasi classification of 
occupation groups, all professional category pests in the secretariat, 
relationship between the duties of post and the grade. The Cosnission 
also developed a three tiered job-class if ieaticm standards systesi vis.. 
Master Standard, Grade-levftl standard and benchnazlc jobs, to deiremine 
the grade of each job within different occupational groups. This systaa 
was favourikl by the representative of Japan. On the other hand, the 
representative of Austria said that, the systesi %rM coaplex and far 
away fron reaKt#. Nheveas Afghanistan and the USSR did not accept it. 
Despite the above opposition, the systen provided to be more useful 
for the personnel managenent specialists. Public information specialist, 
purchasing and contracting specialists, workers in tr.'de and crafts at 
Hew York, Accountants, auditors, budget analysts, technical ca operators, 
electronic data processor. Civil Engineers, Finance Officers and trans-
lators. This three tieedi systesi was also applied by specialised agencies 
of the United Nations like, the ILO, IAEA, UMBSCO» UPU, GATT, Uiacir, 
UliiCR, ZCJ and ZTC. The systen was also #roRiulgated for the staff in the 
General Service Category at Baghdad, Santiago, Vienna, Mew York and 
Addis Ababa. 
39- Ibid. PP. 7S-79. 
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lh« effort* which w«s aad* on 16 August 1945 for th« crea-
tion of a new administrative body* caae to fruition on 18 Dec. 
1974. this new body was established through resolution 3357 (XXZX) 
by the General Assenbly with the appropriate name of the Inter-
national Civil Service Comaission. The huge number of the staff 
working in different llinds of agencies of the United Naticms 
Connon system were facing problems of multi-dimensional nature. 
Thise problems led the creation of the Coamission for developing 
a single unified intematilftnal civil service. 
The Conmiission was given sraoe powers in order to estab-
lish its authority and legitimise its Judgement. Ihe Conmission 
for example* would have the powers to assume authority as soon 
as it felt that it was able to do s6, rather than wait for the 
chief a^inistrative officer's wishes to release such authority 
and the resulting functions. 
To make its establishment more meaningful and objective 
the Commission was assigned the following functionsi to determine 
the conditions of service of the staff* salary scales* postadjus*-
ment* staff assessment* the rates of allowances and benefits* job 
classification standards* standards of recruitment* career deve-
lopment. Lastly* the Ccnmiasion was empowered to submit an annual 
report to the General Assembly. However for reasons of limitation 
of space* only two areas of the above functions assigned to the 
Commission have been covered in this study vis* Post adjustment 
system and Job-classification system. 
The Commission was requested by the ACC and thm FICSA 
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in 1975 to consider a number of urgent problmu %i>hich the staff 
of the United Nations Connon System tfepe facing for a long time 
This request ied the Commission to take up first of all the pro-
lem of post adjustment system under article 11 of the statute at 
its second session, August 1975. The Commission recommended an 
interim measure to solve the problems faced by the staff with-
out dependents in the existing post adjustment system, effective 
from 1 January 1976 and valid only until a general long-term solu-
tion was approved. In 1976, the Commission approved the terms of 
reference for t^e Advisory Committee on Post Adjustment Questions 
(ACPAQ). The General Assembly approved the Commission's recommen-
dation on 21 Dec. 1977 for revised post adjustment system. This 
was to provide that the changes in classes of p6st adjustment be 
based on index movasient of 5 per cent rather than of 5 points, 
effective from 1 Jtely 1978, The Commission holding 24 sessions 
from 1976 to 1987 had studied the post adjustment system to 
protect the reenineration of the staff in the professional and 
higher categories. The Commission took the decision in 1987 to 
lower down the margin between the salary levels of two services 
i.e. United Nations and comprators federal civil services, below 
115 in fiscal year 1968. This margin was 109.3 in 1978. For this 
purpose, the Commission used average Senior Executive Service 
salaries in remuneration comparisons, and the equivalency of 
Assistant Secretary General/Under Secretary General levels* 
The othei^  area, covered in this study under article 13 
of the statute is Job-classification system during the period of 
twelve years (1976-1987). The Commission had taken up fekimination 
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of this systan for solving th« problcns relating to classifica-
tion of occupation groups* all profassional catagory posts in 
tha sacratariat* relationship batwaan tha dutias of post and 
tha grada. Tha Coamission alao dsfvalopad a thraa tlarad Job*class-
ification standards for determining the grada of each Job* within 
different occupational groups*. Ihe system was also applied to solve 
the problens of the staff in the General service category at Bagdad* 
Vienna* Santiago* New York and Addis Ababa. There were some types 
of staff members* to %«hora* this system proved to be very service-
able. Tor examples* Personnel management specialists* Public in-
formation specialists* purchasing and contracting specialists* 
workers in trade and crafts at New York* Accountants* auditors* 
budget analysts and others. Thus it can be said that the Commission 
performed important and useful functions in a satisfactory manner 
which justified its establishment. The objectives before the Commiss-
ion 
could not have been achieved by aafwother subsidiary body of the 
General Assembly. 
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Statula o( tht International Civil Service Commlialon 
Chapter I 
ESTABLISHMENT 
Article I 
1 Tne General Assembly of the UniteO Nations estao-
lishes, in accordance with the present statute, an Interna-
tional Civil Service rjmmitsion (hereinafter referred to as the 
Commisaion) lor the regulation and co-ordination ol the con-
ditions of service of the United l>lations common system 
2 The Commission sha'l perform its functions in respect 
of the United Nations and of those specialized agencies and 
other international organizations which participate in the 
United Nations common system and which accept the present 
swtiite (hereinafter referred to as the organizations). 
3 Acceptance of the statute by such an agency or organi-
zation shall be notified in writing by its executive head to the 
Secretary-General 
Ciiapter li 
COMPOSITION AND APPPOINTMENT 
Article 2 
The Commission shall consist ot fifteen memoers ap 
pointed by the General Assembly, of whom two. who shall be 
designated Chairman and Vice-Chairman respectivelv. shall 
serve full-time 
Article 3 
1 The members of tfte Commission shall be appointed in 
wieir personal capacity as individuals of recognized compe-
tence wtio h«v« had substantial experience of executive re-
sponsibility io public administration or related fields, particu-
lary in persortnel management. 
2. The rttembere of the Commission, no two of whom shall 
be nationals of the same State, shall be selected with due 
regard for equitable geographical distribution 
Article 4 
1 After appropriate oonsultatioru with (Member States, 
with the executive heads of the oU>er organizations and with 
stall represenutives. the Secretary-General, m ms capacity as 
Chairman of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination 
shall compile a lis; of candidates for appointment as Chair-
man. Vice-Chairman and members of the Commission and 
shall consult with the Advisory Committee on Administrative 
and Budgetary Questions before consideration and decision 
by the General Assembly 
2 In the same way. the names of candidates shall be 
submitted to the General Assembly to replace members 
whose terms of office have expired or who have resigned or 
otherwise ceased to be available 
Article 5 
1. The members of the Commission shall be appointed by 
the General Assembly for a term of four years and may be 
reappointed. Of the members initially appointed, however, 
the terms of five members shall expire at the end of three 
years, and the terms of five other members at the end of Iwc 
years. 
2. A member appointed to replace a member whose lerrr, 
of office has not exDired shall hold office fo' the remainder o( 
his or her predecessor's term 
3. A member of the Commission may resign on y ving 
three months notice to the Secretary-General 
Article 6 
1 The Commission shall be responsible as a body to ihe 
General Assembly. Its members shall perlorm their function', 
in full independence and with impartiality; they shall not seeK 
or receive instructions from any Government, or from any 
secretariat or staff association of an organization in the 
United Nations common system 
2. No member of the Commission may participate in trie 
deliberations of any organ of the organizations on any matter 
within the competence of the Commission unless the Com-
mission has requested him or her to do so as its represents 
live. Nor shall a member of the Commission serve as an olfi 
cial or consultant ol any such organization during his or her 
term of office or within three years of ceasing to t>e a member 
of the Commission 
Article 7 
1 No appointment of a member of the Commission can 
be terminated unless, in the unanimous opinion of the other 
members, he or she has ceased to discharge the duties in a 
manner consistent with the provisions of the present statute 
2. Notification thereof to the Secretary-General by the 
Commission shall make the piace vacant 
Arhae b 
1. Th', ^tiairman shall direct the work of the Commission 
and its staff. 
2. If the Chairman is unabie to act, the Vice-Chairiiar, 
shall act as Chairman 
3 For the purposes ol trie Convention on the Privileges, 
and Irrmunities of the United Nations, the Chanman an- the 
Vice-Chairman of the Commission shall have tn* status ;! ol 
iitiais of tne Unitod Nations 
Chapter III 
FUNCTIONS AND POWERS 
Article 9 
in tne exercise uf its functions, the Commission shali be 
guided by the prIrKlple set out in the agreements twtween 
the United Nations aix) the other organizations, which aims 
at the development of a single unified international civil ser-
vice through the application of common personnel stand-
ards, methods and arrangeinants 
The Commission shall make recommendations to the Gen-
eral Assembly on: 
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(a) The broad principles I c Ihe Oeie'Tiination ol the condi-
iions of service of the staff. 
(C) The scales of salaries ana post afliustments tor staff in 
Ihe Professi'inal and higher categories. 
(c) Allowances and benefits of stall which are determined 
by the General Assembly.' 
(cf) Stall assessment 
Af(ic/e ( I 
Th« Commission shall establish 
(a') The methods by which the principles lor determining 
conditions of s^aice should be appl'ed. 
(t>) Rates of allowances and benetits. other than pensions 
and those referred to in article 10 (c). the conditions of enti-
tlement thereto and standards of travel. 
(c) The classification of duty stations tor the purpose of 
applying post ad|ustments 
Article ffl 
1 The Commission shall establish policies and shall for-
mulate guidelines with respect to all matters for which it has 
responsibility under this statute In particular, it shall formu-
late recommendations under article lO concerning Ihe sys-
tem of salaries and allowances and conditions of service. 
adopt the annual report under article 17. propose its budgat 
estimates under article 21; and adopt its rules of procedure 
under article 29. 
2 Within the aforesaid policies and guidelines, the Com-
mission may delegate to its Chairman, Vice-Chairman or to 
any other member or members, responsibility for carrying out 
specific functions under the statute other than those enum-
erated above. The Chairman, Vice-Chairman or the member 
or members concerned shall be responsible to the Commis-
sion for the discharge of the functions delegated to them and 
shall report to the Commission thereon. 
Article >2 
1. At the headqua'iO'S duty st3"nns nnci SUCH Mther duty 
stations as may from time to time be added at the request of 
the Administrative Committee on Cc-ordi'iat'on. ih.? Comms 
sioii shall establish the relevant facts Icr. ana maKo recorr,-
mendations as to the salary scales of, staff ir Ihe General 
Ser\'icc and other locally recruited catfnones 
2 Notwithstanding the provisions ol paragraph 1 above, 
the e>-. ..jiive head or heads concernea. alter consultaiion 
wiih the staff representatives, may request the Commissior^ to 
determine the salary scaler, o; a particula' d'.*/ station in-
stead of making a recommenoation. The salary M'.'.CS SO CC 
termined shall apply to all staff n the samo calo^ory at the 
duty station 
3 'h exfercising ita luncticr.s under pirngrapliE 1 ano 2 
above, the Commission shall, m acordjince with article 28. 
consul; executive heacs anc z'.3" rec'^ioniativei? 
4. The Commission shall ceieir^ini.' ihe OdU- <-; daits cr. 
which It can assume the functions set out in irns article 
Ar'.icie Ui 
The Commission shall establish |ob olassif.cation stand-
ards for all categories of staff in fields of work common to 
several of the organizations It shall advise the organizations 
on the developineni of ccisisien' ;ob classification plans m 
other fields of work. 
The Commission shall make recommendations to the or-
ganizations on 
ta) Standaras -Di recruitment 
(01 The deveiocment of reciuitment sources including the 
establishment of central rosters of Qualified candidates, par-
ticularly at junior entrance levels 
(c) The organization of competitive examinations or 
alternative selection procedures 
(rf) Career d«vetopment, staff training programmfci. inciud-
•ng inlerorgacizalion programmes, and evaluation of staff 
An lit! '5 
Tr.o Ct~miSi 'C" sha'! ma"? •^corrrrencauont !o ih« or-
ga-.iza'uios on trie Development of common staff 'ogulations 
Ar;.'c/e :^ 
ihe Uommissior may. cfici ap.p.opr.a;e uunik-Hatioru. 
make such recommendations to the organizations on other 
•natters as it r^ay cor-side' "ecessary lo achieve tne puiposes 
ol tt.o picsc't ' la t j te 
Article 17 
The Commission shall submit an annual report to the 
General Assembly including information on the implementa-
tion ol it* decisions and recomm.endations. The report shall 
be transmitteo to Ihe governing organs of the other organiza-
tions th ' fuch tr^ir "xo'-utive hpadr- and to staff reoresenla-
tives 
Chaple- IV 
ADMINISTRATIVE. BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL 
/ A I H l / " l l ^ v . ^ l _ i » > t - , . • ^ 
Article 19 
t. The conditions of service of the Chairman and Ihe 
Vice-Chairman of the Commission shaV, be determined by Ihe 
General Assembly 
? Other members ol the Commission shall be entitlec 
only ;c •.ravel and subEistence expenses m accordance with 
the rules established by the General Assembly for members 
of organs and subsidiary organs of the United Nations serv-
ing in their inrlividurtl capacity 
Article 20 
" The Commission shall have a staff as provided in the 
budget approved by the General Assembly. 
2 The '.' ---lected in accordance wnn the provision:, ol 
Article 101. , .:raph3, ol Ihe Charter of the United Nations, 
shall be appointed by the Secretary-General after consulta-
tion ,\ ;h the Chairman o! Ihe Commission and, as regarCb 
senior staff, with Ihe Administrative Committee on Co 
ordinatior. All staff shall be appointed alter appropriate 
c?!9ct!on procedures in carrying out their duties, they shall 
be responsible to the Chairman and shall be removable only 
alter consultation with him or her 
3. Subject to paragraph 2 above, the stall of the Commis-
sion shall be regarded for administrative purposes as officials 
of the United Nations, which shall provide the necessary ad-
ministrative facilities for them 
4 Within the relevant budgetary provisions, the Commis 
sion may employ such experts and auxiliary staff as it may 
deem necessary 
Article 21 
1. The Secretary-General shai: provide s^i-h olfir:e ana 
conference facilities as the Commission may require 
2. The budget of the Commission shall be includec m the 
regular budget of the United Nations. The budget estimates 
shall be established by the Secretary-General, after co-- . la 
lion with the Administrative Committee on Co-ordinalior^ .01 
the casis ot prcpcc3!c by the OomtT'lssion 
3 Tne expenditure on the Commission shaii be shared by 
the oiganizaticns m a rr-.anner to be agreed by 'hnrri 
Article 22 
The seal of the Commission shall be New York, United 
States of America 
* Oependency allowances ana language incentives 'or stafl in the 
Protessior.ai and higher rategones. education grant home leave, repat-
riation grant ano termination maemmiy 
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Chapter V 
PROCEDURE 
Article 23 
1 The Commission shall meet at least once every year. 
2 The meetings o( the Commission shall be held In 
private 
o Article 24 
1 Recommendations ot the Commission under article 10 
shall be communicated by the Secretary-General of "ie 
United Nations to the executive heads of the other organ-
izations 
2 The decisions laKen thereon by the General Assembly 
shall t>e communicated by the Secretary-General to the ex-
ecutive heads of the other organizations for action under 
their constitutional procedures. 
3. The executive head of each organization shall infarm 
the Commission of all relevant decisions taken by the govern-
ing organ of his organization. 
4 The recommendations under paragraph 1 above sfial! 
be communicated to staff representatives 
Article rs 
i Cei,i:>>uMs oi ine Commission shall be promulgaied 
under the signature of the Chairman and transmitted to the 
executive heads of the organizations concerned. If they F.liect 
Ihe I nierests of the staff, they shall also be transmitted to staff 
represents'ives. 
2 The organization concerned shall be notified of i^" 
principal reasons for each decision 
3 The decisions shall be applied by each oiganiza'.ion 
concerned with effect from a date to t)e deterr-iined by the 
Commission 
Article 26 
The Commission, in making its decisions and recommen-
dations, and the executive heads, in applying therri, snail do 
so without prejudice to the acq^jired rights of tlie staff under 
the staff regulations of the organizations concerned 
Article 27 
The Commission may, with the approval of the General 
Assembly, ast«blish subsidiary bodies for {t\e purpose of 
carrying out particular tasks within its competence. The Cprn-
mistion may make arrangements with one or more of the 
organizations whereby they will carry out, on its behalf. 
functions of fact finding and aneiys'S 
Article 28 
1 The Commission shall be given such information as it 
may require from Ihe organizations for the consideration of 
any matter under examination by it It may request from any 
organization or from staff representatives written informa-
tion, estimates or suggestions in .-sgard to such matters 
2. BxecuTive Yieads di the organizations and s'latt rep-
resentatives shall have the right, collectively or separately, to 
present facts and views on any matter within the competence 
of the Commission The manner in which this right shall be 
exercised 'hall be set out, after consultations with executive 
heads a taf< representatives, in the rules of procedure 
establisheo under article 29. 
Article 29 
Subject to the provisions of the present statute the Com-
mission shall establish its rules of procedure 
Chapter VI 
OTHER PROVISIONS 
Article 30 
The present .statutp may ij? E'vsridsd Sy the Gc.Tcal As-
sembly. Amendments shall be subject to the same accept 
ance procedure as the present statute 
Article 31 
1. An organization may not withdraw its acceptance 
of the statute unless it has given to the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations two years' notice oi its intention to do so 
2. The Secretary-General shall bring any such notice to 
the attention of the General Assembly and, through the ex-
ecutive heads concerned, to that of the legislative organs o' 
the other participating organizations 
A/C.5/1668. Appointment of members of International Civil 
Service Commission. Note by Secretary-General. 
A/9988 and Add.1, 2. Appointment of memtaers ot Interna-
tional Civil Service Commission. Note by Secretary-
General. 
A/9981/Add.i and Add.t/Corr.l Report of f^ ifth Committee 
(part II). 
A/9631. Resolutions adopted by General Assembly during its 
29th session. Vol. I, 17 September-18 December 1974 Other 
decisions, p. UO (item 82). 
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